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By BOB WESTON
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (UPI) -Declaring his intention to bring
a "new day" to Kentucky, State
House Speaker Julian Carroll of
Paducah announced Wednesday
he will be a candidate for lieutenant governor as a runningmate of former Gov. Bart
Combs.
Combs is expected to make
an official ihnouncement of hill
candidacy for the Democratic
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Ten Years Ago Today
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spring
Mrs. John Sherman Cooper will be speaker at the
iistrict meeting of the Homemakers Clubs to be held at Murray State College on May 8.
Sellers Leach and his orchestra will play for a dance at the
Murray Country Club for members.
Dr. and Mrs. F. E. Crawford returned home this week after
few days visit with their son. Dr. Pat Crawford and family ri
3alumbus, Ohio.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is "'Me Story On Page One"
with Rita Hayworth. Anthony Franciosa. and Gig Young.

20 Years Ago Today

About Drinking"

"Thinking
-*Thinking

About

Drinking"

is the title of a booklet which,
though designed primarily for
youngsters, contains information useful for parents and
others.
It was prepared by the U.S.
and
Bureau
the
Children's
National Institute of Mental
Health for young people as a
basis for discussion of attitudes
about drinking.

making. Following sections present significant questions on
what families, a girl, a boy, or
in
any young person may do
, situations, such
various "iffy'

does a
young person do if he is the
only non-drinker at a party
where everyone urges him to
have a drink?

as, for example, what

Why people react differently
to alcohol is also covered. Various factors involved, physical

"Thinking About Drinking"
reflects the latest findings in alcohol research. This research

and

is being carried on and expanded through the efforts of
the Institute's National Center
for Prevention and Control of

Physical factors which usually influence a person when
he drinks include how fast he
drinks, whether he has eaten,
the type of beverage, body

Alcoholism.

psychological,

are

dis-

cussed.

weight, and body chemistry.
The contents of the booklet
take a look at teenage drinking,
presenting an objective, factual
various aspects of

of

picture

the matter.
There is also a "true-false"
eft 19 questions dealself-quiz'
ing with facts, half-truths, and
myths about alcohol. Information for answering the questions
is also contained in the publication.
Another important section
deals with "Handling your own
drinking or non-drinking." This
gives information for decision

Psychological factors considered are the situation in
which drinking occurs, the person's mood, his attitudes, and
his drinking experience.
A copy of the 32-page booklet, 'Thinking About Drinking," Public Health Service
Publication No. 1683 or Children's Bureau Publication No.
456, may be obtained for 20
cents from: Superintendent of
Documents, U.S. Government
Printing
Office, Washington,
D.C. 20402.

LEDGER & TIMES FILE

TELEVISION SCHEDULE

V.

Mrs. Dorothy Fay Pogue, 27, Dale
Pogue, 8. and Janice Faye Pogue, 22 months, all train a car-truck
accident, George W. Rowlett. age 90. and Mrs. Bettie Adams
Moffett. age 90.
Boy Scout Troop 45 of Murray will take part in the annual
Four Rivers Council Boy Scout Circus at Union City.
A presentation of awards was held at the meeting of the
Murray Cub Pack 45, according to Duane Buxton, Cubmaster.
Dr. Hugh L. Houston will extend greetings to the Cascilator
---blatalet Medical Association on May 11 at Hendersod.
Deaths

reported

are

Artworks
need proper
• illumination

•

NSM—TV

WLAC—TV

Channel 4

Channel 5

WSIX—TV
Channel it
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:0 Nein; Wihr.; Sots. Peers: Wier ; Soaers News Vortr Sports
Aaintal World
Family Affair
Alb Daniel Boone
The Jim Nabors Hour That Ohl
81.
Boone
The Jim_ Nabors Hourtlinvitched
.39 Ironside
This is Toni Junes
Movie:
Ironside
This is Tom Jose.
"estimation
:31I Dragnet 1,70
Paris NOB
Amsterdam"
The Dean Martin
Paris NM
Movie
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,SOWN News; WthrrIliferte
:Weems Nollsnr Semis News. NOM
Movie:
The Mery Griffin
:39 The Tonight Shoe
bitatopelle.
'The Mane Griffin
:le The Tonight Shaw
Meek
The Mery Griffin
31111 The Tone.' Show
Smrts Frusta/Mk
ACT/to Averogers
Amesers
:*
The Dick Cavell Show

The moon is between its last
quarter and new phase.
The evening stars are Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter and
Saturn.
On this day in history:
In 1803 the United States
Obtained all French land west
of the Mississippi River with
the Louisiana Purchase, The
U.S. paid $15 million.
In 1945 the body Of Adolph
Hitler was found in the ruins o
Berlin. He
a bunker in
apparently committed suicide.
In 1945 Russian soldiers
captured the Reichstag
Berlin and raised the Soviet
flag over the Nazi capital.
In 1963 New Hampshir
became the first state to
legalize a state-run lottery
since the end of the Louisiana
lottery in 1894.
--A thought for the day:
American author Edward Newton said, "From contemplation
One may become wise, but
knowledge comes only from
study."
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coeds are instructed on
JUST HORSING AROUND
14-year-old queen of
(left),
MeCuiston
some of the finer points of horsemanship by
for 1970, during a demonstration of violas.
the West Kentuelry Horseman's Association
Fairgrounds hil,mday evening. Show%
breeds and horsemanship at the Calloway County
major from
a junior elementary education
(centerl,
Keel
Barbie
are
McCuistnn
with Miss
major from Paducah. Sponsored by
education
physical
sophomore
Murray, and Lisa Ross, a
establishment of a
nstration was conducted to determine interest in the
the WAHA, the dem,
State.
Murray
at
program dealing with the light horse industry
Two Mur ray

State University

(Photo by Wilson Woolley)

TURKEY AND CARP
BOWHUNTER TARGETS

Bulletin Explains Small
Businesses To Teenagers
In a switch on the old newspaper classic that assured Virginia of the existence of a Santa Claus, the National Federation of Independent Business is
assuring today's teenagers that
there is still small business in
this country, and will be as
loos as the nation exists as
they know it now.

Trophy turkey gobblers and
big carp will be the target of
the Hickman County Kentucky
Bowhunter
Association (KBA)
club and other KBA members
lack of motivation. They cannot when they combine
a wild turvisualize themselves as subject key hunt and a carp
shoot in
to* the regimentation required Land
Between the Lakes on
for a career in government Friday and themselves as subject to the re- 2. The camSaturday, May 1 and
shoot
gimentation required for a ca- through Sunday will continue
afternoon. Sein government or a big veral of
the bowtuinting couples
corporation, and value their in- will camp at
Hillman

dependence.

of

one

Ferry,

three

family
campAt present, this group of teen- grounds
in Lend Between the
agers
have
only
the
if
vaguest,
This is the context of a special
Lakes. Last year the Hickman
any, goal in life, and most of
free public service bulletin puclub bagged approximately 1.organization, them will probably after leer- 000 pounds.of carp during
the
blished by
their
ing school work at several diftitled "Yotith end Small Busiannual spring contest in Land
ferent jobs.. Eventually, a certprimarily
ness." It is written
Between the Lakes.
.
sichool teenager, ain percentage of them will seti
for the high up
for
themselves.
and especially fair_those of exthat
feel
tra-peeception who
have
opportunities
somehow
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closed for them.
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be so subtle that the -detail appears to pop right out of the
to the young person any elerJunction CariV- News
5 :Is
frame but the entire painting
tise in operating a business.
CBS Newts
6
doesn't shout - "Hey, look at
Jake Hess Gomel ShonfActiale's Navy
Mos'n,nU Slow
is it written for anyone A group of Rotarian wives reNeither
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Marnine Watch
YORK (UPI) - me, I'm lighted."
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Bozo Show
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But it
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says Rita Harrold, a specialist in the direction or angle between
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people to keep their options ing Land Between the
information
residential
light source and painting. Since
open so that when, and if, they should contact the
As the World Turns All Mv Children
The Pleen Brews
12
Kentucky
New,; &MOJA* Cams LIR'S Matt • Deal
"Good lighting not only en- a painting is viewed in the home
•30 The Noon Slow
do decide to engage in their office at Golden Pond,
AO Dors of Chir Lives MUM belorekrilin Thine Newlywed Game
hances a painting but can make from many different directions,
own enterprise, they will have 42231, phone 502-9244602.
:31 The Doctors
1
The Ouldine Light
Dalin, Game
it a focal point or a decorative you should select the most likely
vg
:111 WoridAlav City
Secret Skeen
General Mendel
followed some recommendations
:311 To Tell the Truth no dna
NOM
One Lite To Lim
accent in a room," says Miss viewing positions and arrange
that they can practice at pre,
2 AO Word-Somerset
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J
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GIMPY, 13111110
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only by budget and the ingen- sity, use a dimmer control.
White People's Socialist
all people employed in private
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uity of the designer.
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one time or another.
to an 11-year-old girl. Collin
Miss Harrold said.
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Movie
NBA Chomolonshie:
It also goes into reasons why P
is the son of a German Jew
Movie
"You brine it home, hang and blues. Today paintings also
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News W
small businen will always be
Sots. News: Wthr ; Sown
months inNY Knicks vs.
three
spent
who
it up and that s the end of that. are being lighted with tungsten
1 V :30 The Unfelt Show Perry Mason
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Maybe you see it during the haldge..n sources.
All The Tonight Show Perry Mason
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ent structure of the nation en12 :,2.
night you probably don't see lighting arrangement is with rethe U.S. in 1938. The father
Movie
dured.
Movie
it at all except as a dark patch cessed ceiling fixtures. However,
changed his name from Cohn
1 3:
Movie
The concept of -the pamphlet
denies
son
the
But
on the wall."
1946.
in
these are only practical when
was created by many educators
•Some tips from Miss Harrold, planned for a new home or a
his Jewish heritage.
reporting on the type of teenwork -- to create a gallery effect.
:remodeling.
of WestinOonse Electric Corp.
•
ager often called "a teacher's
Treat the entite-area as a single_ Litter coat
,
•rn Fere
The novel! way ,tag- Ample*
.
"
despair."
7.-""- ."4
'"'"r"Orm-.".•
•
with
401kinia4PMP4MM,WY
be
Mould
lighting'
-Picture
pictures, is to devote an entire
These are the highly personStill
washing
devices.
To
avoid
so subtle that you may'be tan. wall or Will area to framea art
AUSTIN,
anunspoiled view for motor- able young people of better than
.— Pod Burke .leckWeeton
shadow problems. when lighting laws against 1es.(UP1)--Despite of
Texas is still high. State
this way, the paintings must highways, throwing trash on '.o- in officials figure it cost:. average intelligence who could
special 'drive-by" ighway
rate high academically, but inbe hung flat against the wall and trash
barrels and statewide cam- $1.9 million a year to pick up stead are perhaps only mediSane
the use of deep frames should paigns
FayoDuneeraty.
against littering, the price I ittes along Texas roads.
ocre students due largely to a
be avoided.
To light a large area, use
mien
brackets or wall wash strips,
mounted about 24 inches out
from the wall, housing either
Rquiescent tubes or incandescent bulbs.
For best results, the incandescent bulbs should be the "showcase" type. A valance or cornice
above a built-in light box below
WATT A WAY
is another possibility.
If paintings are changed fre"bendy, track lighting is ideal.
A continuous electrified track
is mounted to a ceiling outlet
box. Individual units map into
the track and can be positioned
anywhere and adjusted for optimum
performance. These
track units accomplish the light
og job effectively and provide
i flexible system.
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BIG THREE AT MURRAY STATE: 7'h...winners of
Perhaps thst most covotoel studont awards at Murray Slate
UnlyarsIty •ns shown following the
I. Honors Day coremonies Sunday at Hs* University. Joyce-, left, and Lois Wooron, identical twins from Madlsonylflo, wimp named In an
unprapeistionteel tie for Cl. "outstanding senior girl" on campus for the 1949-70 school rear. while ROTC Cadet Col. Austin
D. Byers, Louisville, was named the "molt outstanding die
ler bey."

W ASH I N(;TON '(1 PI)-The
American Automobile Association (AAA) waits drivers dial
T1100i treatmeots for cold infections can .affect driving ability
•
National Institute of health
studies show that many cold
remedies can reduce the alertness of drivers, coordination and
reaction time. .
Industry Appreciation Wird, iiimmiived early this month, Incluchad a tribute to KenRead- labels carefully and tudiy's
1116 newest iffelinTrills Vern Streientaper, mineral manager of Va9derbilt Chemical
when in doubt ask the advice of Caen, Is shown
accepting • Certificate of Appreciation from former U.S. Senator Thrusa doctor before driving, the AA
ten B. Merton at the Governor's Luncheon in Louisville. Vanderbilt Chemical's new plant
suggests.
Is under construction in Murray
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Four Players Ejected In
Red Sox-Oakland Game
Allen Triples And Homers
For Cards,Braves Win 10-6

Standin s
National League

By VITO STILLINu
Bod
5, San Diego blanked Montreal,
L Pct. OS
W
UPI Sports Writer
765
4
13
10-0, and Los Angeles beat Phil- Chicago
3
8 .579
11
Allen
Pittsburgh
Richie
call
They
adelphia, 6-1.
7 563
9
it Louis
hit
to
ability
"Crash" for his
-S56
a
10
Billy Williams' two-run how Philatelist/4
Se
9 .500
9
New York
baseballs out of sight.
Ara
313
11
5
er in his 999th consecutive game Montroal
It also could stand for the appearance and a solo horn
West
727
6
16
Cincinnati
collision when his glove and a by Willie Smith led the Chi
11
At
10
.476 S F ranc isco
11
6
9
.458
Atlanta
baseball come into contact.
go Cubs to their victory ov
6
10 .444
9
Lae Angeles
Allen hit 4 triple and a horn- Pittsburgh. The Cubs have no
14
/Vs
7
.333
(11
/1100/1
9
-101)
la
6
SIN MA
er - his sixth - for the St. won 12 of their last 13 gam
Rash
night,
Wednesday
Louis Cards
5
IS, Pittsburgh
Chicago
Reds Walk To Win
at San Diego
Montreal
But then he fought a losing bat6
Jim Merritt, with eighth-inn
S Francisco I, New York
Philodiphla it Los Angeles
tle with a ground ball in the ing relief help from Clay Car
6
St
Atlanta
ICI,
Louis
ninth inning and the result was roll, boosted his record to 5-1 as
3
5, Houston
Cincinnati
Taday's deems
a 10-6 victory for the Atlanta the Reds downed the Astros. A
Houston (Diorites 3-)1 at St. Louis
Braves.
bases-loaded walk by loser Tom (Carlton 1-21, night
Chicago (Jenkins 1-21 at Atlanta (Stan*
Allen, playing third base in Griffin to rookie Bernie Carbo
2-1), night
place of the ailing Mike Shan- In the sixth inning snapped a
Montreal (Stoneman 1-3) at Los Anginas (fones 0.1). night
poa
field
non, had a chance to
2-2 tie and Johnny Bench added
New Yort (lityso 1-1) at San Franciko
tential double-play grounder by a two-run double in the seventh. (McCormick 1-1)
Onhy gems* sdisdided.
Felix Milian with the score tied
Andy Kosco's two-run homer
8-6 and the bases loaded with in the fifth highlighted a threeone out in the ninth inning. Al- run rally that carried the Dodglen booted it to let in the de- ers to their win over Philadel$
American League
ciding run in the key play of a phis. Claude Osteen 2-3 pitched
EWA
ht. AB
L
W
Braves.
five-run rally for the
a five-hitter.
5 .722 13
Baltirnces
2
1
/
.706
5
Detroit
After Allen's error let in the
12
threePat Dobson pitched a
3
II .556
10
run that made it 7-6, Nelson hitter and struck out 11 as San Boston
3
1 .S56
Washington
10
2
1
/
5
7
10 .412
Briles uncorked a wild pitch to Diego downed Montreal. San Cleveland
6
12 AO
••
New York
let in another run and relief Diego snapped a six-game loswest
6 .664
California
13
pitcher Bob Priddy followed ing streak.
1
6 AC
11
Minnesota
5
with a two-run single to wrap
Oakland
11 .41
0
The Giants rallied for three Chicago
12 .in
2
1
6/
6
up the scoring.
2
1
6/
6
12 .333
Kansas City
runs in the eighth to beat New
14 .263
5
Milwaukee
League Roundups
Juan
blasted
York. The Mets
Rest"
In the other games, Cincinna- Marichal for six runs in seven
it, Chicago
2
Baltimore
0
1, Cleveland
Minnesota
ti edged Houston, 5-3, San Fran- innings but Frank Linzy got the
8, Kansas City 2
Detroit
cisco downed New York, 8-01, triumph in relief.
2
1, New York
Caiitornia
3
5, Oakland
Boston
Chicago drubbed Pittsburgh, 100
Washington 4, Milwaukee
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Tigers Blast
Lakers 12-3
Wednesday

0-7)

By DAVID MOFFIT
the New York Giants in 1952,
UPI Sports Writer
baseba.11 immortal Cy Young
Thausanin
WI
ATLANTA
held the record for most appearstretch ruin and had a
longer
of young men, many no
ances by a pitcher with 906.
in six 'Victories-winning
recalled beyond a notation in
That 1,000th game will be ---ItlAiggt-ABE wing four
dusty yearbook, have tried then more than just a raileetnne It others.
hand at professional baseball also will be a tribute to Wil- Unfortunately, for the Braves,
since Hoyt Wtilielna came off a helm's determination.
Wilhelm was not eilgible for
farm 38 years ago to pitch fix
Wounded in the Battle of the the playoff series the Meta won
Mooresville in the now long-de Bulge, a quarter of -A century in three straight and Atlanta
tunat North Carolina State Leag ago, Wilhelm returned to base- manager Lumen Harris insists
tae.
ball but, despite some fine mi- "it might have been a different
That was the summer of 1942 nor league seasons, had to wait playoff if the old knuckleballer
America had been in World seven years before making it to had been around."
War II barely six 'months and the majors.
Now in his 19th major league
the then 18-yearold Wilhelm
Leo Durcocher, again.* whose season, the balding Wilhelm
had only that one season before Cube Wilhelm could reach his needed only 11 appearances to
be swapped his baseball uniform goal this weekend, brought Hoyt reach the 1,000 mark.
up as a relief pitcher in a $2,- "I never dreamed when I first
tor Army khaki.
Jackie Robinson had not yet 500 deal that proved one of the came up that I'd stick around
broken baseball's color line; alltime bargain' in baseball.
anywhere near this long-least,
Mickey Mantle was a 10-yearof all appear in so many games,"
-year29
a
as
15-3
was
Oklahoma;
Wilhelm
in
cad achoolboy back
Wilhelm said recently.
helpbeen
has
and
Eddie Mathews, also 10, was old "rookie"
Only pitcher ever to lead both
since.
tainting rabbits down in Texas. ing clubs ever
the National and American Leato
Robinson, Mantle, Mathews He helped pitch the Giants
gues in lowest earned run averand a lot of other former base- the National League champion- age and possessor of a no-hitter
ball stars who came into the ship in 1954 and, 15 years Biter, against the Yankees back in
game icing after Wilhelm first helped the Braves win the NL's 1958, Wilhelm holds a bundle
pitched at Mooresville have re- Western Conference title last of career records.
tired. But James Hoyt Wilhelm, Be011011.
"That's behind me," Wilhelm
Wilhelm spent 13 years In the says jokingly. "I figure the next
who will be 47 years old July
and
1957-89
League:
American
28, Is still pitching.
1,000 are going to be a lot eas.
Soon, probably within the next although he didn't pitch for any ler."
those
during
week, the ageless Imucklebalke pennant winners
will come striding out of the years his 2.19 earned run averAtlanta Braves bullpen for his age during those years was the
1,000th major league appear- league's best.
Sixth Game Of NBA
Atlanta picked up Wilhelm on
ance.
Playoff
Championship
Wilhelm, up to Tuesday waivers last Sept. 8 from the
move
that
and
Angels
California
Telecast
Be
Will
night's game at St. Louis, had
The
NEW YORK
pitched in 006 major league Won the West for the Braves.
baseball games. Before Hoyt He made eight appearances for American Broadcasting Compafirst came to the majors with the Braycs during a rugged Sep- ny announced Tuesday it would
telecast the sixth game of the
National Basketball Association
championship final if the Series
between the New York Knicks
and Los Angeles Lakers goes
that far.
the game, at Los Angeles,
Wednesday, May 6, would be
telecast starting at 10 p.m.,
EDT.
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Today's WOMB
Detroit (Lanch 4-2 at Kansas City (But
ler 3-1), night
Cleselanal (Haman 1-1) at Minnesota
(T)ant 31)
Wildman (Phoebus 14) at Chicago
(John 0-5)Milwaukee (Dein 5-1) at Washington
night
(Brunet
Ceilternia (Mee 2-0) it New York
(Benison 1-2), night
Oakland (Odom 2-2 at basins, (Peters 21)

ArtiStS

$1.75
17 Admitted

-1000(../,/
-Iii=14=114)(

ENDS
TUESDAY:,
,

victory.
By FRANK DE GEORGES
Willie Horton drove in two
UPI Sports Writer
A beanball battle escalated runs with a homer and a triple
into a confrontation during the and Elliott Maddox hit his first
Boston Red Sox' 5-3 victory over in.ljor league homer as the Tigthe Oakland Athletics Wednes- ers scored their 10th victory
day night. Before peace was re- in the last 12 games. It was the
stored, four players were eject- Royals' seventh straight defeat.
Frank Howard and Aurelio
ed for fighting.
The brawl began quietly eh- Rodriguez of Washington, each
ough. Oakland suspected that hit a houer for the second game
Boston starter Sonny Siebert in a row to give the Senators'
was a little too close to Athletic Dick Bosnian more than enough
catcher Date Duncan with a support over the Brewers.
pitch or two. The A's also felt Jim Kaat and Stan Williams
that Siebert was coming too combined for a six-hitter for
close to opposing hurler Chuck Minnesota and Tony Oliva scar.
Dobson. So Dobson hit Siebert ed an une2.rned run on Gralg
in the fifth inning and Siebert Nettles' error In the third to
retaliated by hitting Reggie nip the Indians.
Jackson with a pitch in the Kcn McMullen scored one run
and singled in another to lead
sixth.
the Angels to victory. McMul•
Jackson thee charged the len, acquired from Wahine°
mound and tackled Siebert. last Sunday, has driven in all
Both benches and bullpens seven of his runs this season
cleared- and several other play- against the Yankees.
INSPECTING THE INSPECTORS-With the 1970 boating season about to go into full swing, units of the Keners got into the fight. No one
tucky State Police Water Patrol undergo a full dress inspection at the KSP Academy at Frankfort. Conducting
was seriously hurt and, after
the inspection at State Police request were members of the U.S. Coast Guard Auxiliary front Louisville. KenSiebert,
down,
things calmed
tucky, Ohio and Indiana boaters soon can expect the troopers conducting similar equipment and safety in.
John
Jackson, Oakland pitcher
spections of paivatelY-owned boats on Kentucky's waterways. From left: Commodore Charles Mudd, Division
George
Qdom and Boston coach
Capt. Charles Babb, KSP Boating Commander Capt. Oakley Watkins, Flotilla Commander LeRoy Martin, and .
Thomas were ejected.
KSP Deputy Director Lt. CoL Paul Smith.(Sorman Bryant Photo)
Other Games
In other AL action, Baltimore
smashed Chicago, 18-2, Detroit
SETS DEADLINE
walloped Kansas City, 8-2, Washington blanked dillwaukee, 4-0,
•
Minnesota nipped Cleveland, 1-0,
and California trimmed New
Thrift, however, said the NCAA
Murray High Tiger baseball
By MILTON RICHMAN
York, 3-2.
NEW YORK (UPI)-- Baseball
NEW YORK 031't - Ewing was doing a lot of "assuming" Commissioner
"If a pitcher throws at me team beat the Calloway County
Kuhn
Bowie
Kauffman, multi • millionaire because the Royals intend to Monday set a deadline of may
I've got to fight him," said Lakers yesterday 12-3.
"I
Royals
thi
City
fracas.
was
Williams
Kansas
the
of
owner
Johnny
Jackson about the
abide by all the rules" and the 30 for the Cincinnati Reds' to
wasn't made but just being a winning pitcher for the Tigers and a man used to seeing his tryouts we are conducting are advise him whether the club's
man about it. I never get mad, and Carroway was the Loser for ideas pay off, was
no different than any other new Rivertront Stadium would
a new one to a friend.
but when you throw at me ... Calloiray.
baseball tryouts as far as col- be ready to host the 1970 All"What do you think of my lege eligibility is concerned?'
Three home runs were hi
I don't take that?'
Star Game, scheduled for July
Dobson said, "We had trou- during the game - Jimmie idea?" Kauffman asked his fri14, -Should the stadium not be
ble with Siebert before. In 1168 Brandon blasted one for the end after he was through exOverall, Thrift is exceptional completed in time, the game
him.
and
to
it
Kevin
Murphy
and
plaining
Indians
the
Tigers
when he was with
ly optimistic about the aced will be moved to Atlanta.
we were at Cleveland and Sie- Randy Oliver both hit HRs for "Not much," the veteran base- my's succees.
candidly.
ball man told him
bert hit Sal Bando in the back the Lakers.
"I don't think it'll ever work."
Murray High collected 18 hits.
I hit Sonny on the arm."
2040 213-12 Kauffman is trying to find high
-"I just hope it's ever," added Murray High
0012 000- 3 school youngsters, with athletic
Callaway Co
Jackson.
backgrounds but preferably no
It may not be, however. Stegtbaseball experience, and develing pitcher for today? John-OSets 2-Mile Mark
op them into major leaguers
dom, one of the ejected PUB'
LOCKPORT, Ill.
while offering them a free eduerg.
Dave Merrick, a junior at Lin- cation at the same time.
4 Homers For Os
'School, estabPaul Blair drove in six runs coln-Way High
To implement his idea, Gauftwith three home runs and Ellie lished a two-mile national prer
Hendricks and Boog Powell also record Friday when be ran tU- man-isms 'bulk a baseball academy in Sarasota, Fla., due to
homered in Baltimore's romp distance in 8:56.5.
Merrick already held the na open Aug. 15. Syd Thrift, who
over Chicago. Jim Palmer had
an easy time of it for his third tional indoor mark at teto miles scouted 11 years for the Pittsbiarsti
and signed such
with a 8:56.8 timing.
players as Al Oliver, Bob Itobertson and Jerry May, is the
director of the academy and is
1217-27 S ATLANTIC AVE
1233 S. ATLANTIC AVE
convinced the idea can succeed
because he feels there are many
youngsters in the country who
would love to play baseball but
do not have the opportunity.
Experiments disclose

Sports Parade

Ducks are shown up
he's a poor swimmer

ATLANTIC CITY (UPI): Science shattered a
cherished illusion today.
Rather than being pre-eminent in swimming,
the duck is a stumble bum at it.
His maximum sustainable speed is a mere 1.6
miles per hour. His efficiency rating is only 5 per
cent. A ship is four to six times more efficient.
These disclosures illuminated an opening session
of the 54th annual meeting of the Federation of
American Societies for Experimental Biology. They
came from a study of energetics in exercise.
DOCTORS HENRY D. Prange and H. T. Hanunel
of Duke University, Durham, N. C., and the Scripps
Institute of Oceanography, La Jolla Cal., put mallard ducks to swimming against the tide on a water
treadmill-a sluice in which the speed of the
flowing water was- precisely controlled.
This revealed their inability to speed. Their
efficiency wes rated by measurements of their oxy-.
gen consumption. Because fOod was the reward for
their efforts, the ducks were assumed to have done
their best.
THE SCIENTISTS found an excuse for them by
comparing them to men performing a comparable
task. That task is running against the resistance
of air as the duck swims against the resistance
of water. A running man is as inefficient as a
swimming duck, Prange reported. •
Anyway, he said, the speed of the ducks is probably limited by the same law of dynamics which
limits the speed of a ship.
.1111111.14

To get candidates for the academy, Thrift sent out 21,000
questionnaries to high school
athletic directors recently. A
youngster must have a high shool diploma with no remaining
high school eligibility to qualify and also must show outstanci
int ability in one or more
sports; preferably not baseball.
If a boy is accepted here's
what he gets: Major league
baseball training; courses in English, history, human relations,
personal finance, speech, basic
conditioning and personal health
at Manatee Junior College near
the academy; free room and
board at the academy; use of
such recreational facilities as
a swimming pool, tennis court
and lounge; paid up health and
accident insurance, plus $100
per month for the first 90 days,
$150 per month for the second
90 days and $200 a month thereafter. Each boy admitted will
be signed to a professional baseball contract.
KC scouts will screen prospective candidates..in tryouts
and the NCAA did some mumbling about any participant in
the tryouts becoming ineligible
for intercollegiate competition.

A
IN GAPI

106 Units. .. offering a choice of
beautiful Motel Rooms, Efficiencies and Bedroom Apartments,
all attractively decorated and providing elegant comfort . .
All units have room-controlled Air-Conditioning and Hest, Tile Bathrooms
with Tub & Shower, Radio, Hifi Music, TV, Room Phones, Private Balconies.
• Fresh water Swimming Pools
• Shuffleboard Courts
• Ocean-view Dining Rooms, featuring superb food

Over(kindsMOTEL
113 SILVER BEACH AVE.

DAYTONAJ BEACH,ROMA .

All 3 jitst minotes from Golf Courage, Theatres, Night Clulat.
Shopo, Restaurants. Sporting Events, famed Florida attractions.
For Information on All 3 Motels Send Coupon To:
°S Atlantic Ave..
Motel,
Daytona Beach. Florida
Please send color brochure and information regarding
0 Silver Sands
0 Lido Beach
El Sea Div
Address

Name
City___ .

_

_

State

11111WANIM
data
Everything Must Go - Even All Our Fixtures

STOCK OF AMERICA'S FINEST MERCHANDISE

IEST CARTOON
wMa

Save As Much As 60 Percent On Many Items.

We Are Selling This Entire Stock!!
FLORAL POOL SCRUBBED--Custodian Charles Riley
dumps seine load of fish into tub as the Capitol Floral
Clock Pool gets a regular cleaning. Every Friday during
spring and summer the_fish must make way for work- •
men $o clean the pool and remove the coins tossed in it
by visitors.(Karen Tam Photo)

5, 7:34, 1:25
a

We have again slashed prices on our Famous Name Brands.

STAG'SHOP

51012211
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Department
Has April Meeting

Burt-Quigley Vows To Be Read

Dr. Alta Presson
Named To Appear
ln Publication

&

I?3'11111111111111

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen .

Musical instruments repreMr. and Mrs. Melvin Chadsentative of the Eighteenth Cenof Buchanan, Tenn., are
wick
tury were used in the program
of a baby boy, Chrisparents
Dr A:ta V. Presson of the
the
at the April meeting of the
weighing five
Allen,
hone economics department of
topher
Music Department of the Murturray State University has
pounds 153i ounces, born on
Club.
Woman's
ray
April 28, at 12:10 p.m.
been selected to appear in
David Elliott, French horn Sunday,Murray-Calloway County
••Who's Who of American Wothe
at
deState,
Murray
instructor at
men With World Notables" for
Hospital.
monstrated his antique Hand
the 1970 edition.
Their other children are Reat
place
its
explained
and
Horn
year
singers are invited to attend.
Ann, age 13, Anthony
She came to Murray last
becca
•••
the development of the modern Eden, age 11, David Franklin,
after teaching for the past ten
valve horn.
A reception and open house
and Wendel L, age
nine,
),ears at Northern Arizona Uniage
Harold Langland of the Murwill be held at the Murray State
ersity, Flagstaff, Arizona. Prior
seven. The father is a fanner.
State Art Department deray
Murray
at
University School from two to
taught
she
that
to
April
30
Thursday,
had
he
monstrated a clavichord
students
Mrs. A. C. Sanders opened her
State. Purdue University, Padu---.The Sixth annual Laker Song- four pm. AR former
built himself. The clavichord
graduates are urged to at- lovely new home in Canterbury
and
▪ ah, and Sharpe.
feet
be
will
by
the
presented
modern
the
of
of Estates for the meeting of the
is a small, soft-toned ancestor wooden cousins
Dr. Presson and her husband,
Choral Department of the Cal- tend to see the new facilities
silver flute.
of the piano.
Dorcas Sunday School Class of
school.
the
V: 0. Presson, a professor in
loway
at
School
County
High
Club members had the op•• •
The program concluded with
First Baptist Church held
the
the physical education depart7:30
pan. in Jeffrey gym. The
three trios for soprano, alto, and portunity to examine the inMonday, May 4
on Monday, April 27, at sevenment of Murray State, reside Io
band will also play and art studuring
hand
close
at
struments
by
performed
tenor recorders,
The general meeting of the thirty o'clock in the evening.
Murray Route Six. Their only
dents will display their work.
Mr. and Mrs. Elliott and Mr. the refreshment time after the
• ••
The guest devotional speaker
Murray Woman's Club will be
sin, Capt. Billy T. Presson, was
Langland. Recorders are sir_ple program.
held at six p.m at the club was Mrs. Archie Simmons. Speckilled in Vietnam two years
Wednesday, April 29
ns by ial music was by Miss Susan
go. They have two grandsons,
The kickoff coffee for the house. Make reservatio
chair- Hale who sang folk songs act
departmen
with
1
May
Billy and Michael Presson of
be
day
golf
ladies
will
held at
companying herself on the piaBenton.
nine a.m. at the Calloway Coun- man.
Se.
no.
Dr. Presson is the daughter
ty Country Club. All golfers, inRefreshments were served by
The Lottie Moon-troup of
of Mr. and Mrs. Terry L Taylor
cluding beginners, are urged to
the First Baptist Church WMS Group II, Mrs. Allen McCoy and
Jf Paducah. She received her
attend.
•••
will meet at the home of Mrs Mrs. Sanders, co-captains.
B S. at Murray State, her M. SCalvin Morris at 7:30 p.m.
Those present were Miss
at Michigan State, and her
•••
Frances Brown, Mesdames L. L.
PhD at Purdue University.
Saturday, May 2
The Kathleen Jones Group of Dunn, teacher, Samuel Adams,
She Is a member of the MeA gospel singing will be hel
morial Baptist Church, AAUP,
at the Hardin Elementary the First Baptist Church WMS Max Beale, James Brown, Neil
AAUW, Horseman's Association,
School at 7:30 p.m., sponsored will meet at the home of Miss Brown, Ray Brownfield, T. C
at 7:15 p.m.
American Home Economics AsCollie, J. M. Converse, W C
by the Hardin Women's Soft- Hazel Tarry •
••
Elkins, Graham Feltner, B. C.
sociation, Kentucky Home Ecoball team. The Smith Brothers,
The Coldwater United Me- Grogan, Glen Hodges, Louise
nomics Association, Sigma Xi,
Melody Notes, and Friendly
thodist Church WSCS will meet Miller, Louis Kerlick, G. T. LilSigma Delta Epislon, Delta LapFour will be featured.
Se.
at the church at seven p.m.
ly, Allen McCoy, L. D. Miller,
ps Gamma, and Upsilon OmiMiss Daphne Kay Burt
•• •
cron.
H. L. Oakley, Purdom Outland,
the
Dance
announce
City
of
Dinner
Day
Derby
The
R.
Burt
Calvert
Thomas
and
Mrs.
Mr.
• ••
The executive board of the Allen Rose, Madelle Talent,
will be held at the Calloway
engagement and approaching marriage of their eldest daughter.
County Country Club. Cost is Elm Grove Baptist Church WMS Murray Turner, Odelle Va -e,
Daphne Kay, to William Lee Quigley, son of Mr. and Mrs. Robten dollars per couple for mem- will meet at the church at 7:30 James Ward, Henry Warren
Fiber content, - finishes and ert L. Quigley of Butler, Pennsylvania.
bers and guests. Col. and Mrs. p.m.
ilman Weaver, Sanders, and
Miss Burt is a 1967 graduate of North Marshall High School
properties, such as
special
• ••
Buren
in physical
Pugh are chairmen of the
majoring
Gary
University
are
State
Simmons.
Murray
at
junior
a
and
is
bonding
and
ity
stretchabil
event. Make reservations b y
Sigma social sororimportant to know when Choos- education. She is a member of Sigma Sigma
way a mother can tell a lovely
no
1.
there
Is
May
ABBY:
DEAR
sewing.
home
R7ing yardage for
•••
of
married daughter that she is the world's worst housekeeper?
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. CrawS FOOT
Nsk about the launderability
May 3
her
!souse
but
Sunder',
She
woman,
Grove.
Lynn
of
young
Burt
Mr. and Mrs. Robert H. Hoff- ATHLETE'
Luck
Mrs
and
wonderful
Mr.
ford McNeely and
She is,a perfectly
TREAT IT—
a fabric before buying.
TO
HOW
at
held
and
be
Jamie
ng
will
of
Homecomi
Lynn
also
children,
J.
Williams,
and
C.
man
Feel It
is the great granddaughter of Mrs.
Apply quick-drying
and children look like the wrath of God!
Methowere
chock Itch, burning II,
United
Hill
to
Tenn.,
hold
Temple
take
Nashville,
the
Robin, of
Grove.
She came from a clean home and was taught bow to do
• ••
MINUTES. In 3 to 5 days, Infected
at
preaching
their
with
of
dist Church
the weekend guests
•kict slough. eft. Watch HEALTHY
Mr. Quigley is a 1968 graduate of Butler Senior High School- 'things, but for some reason she never quite "gets around" to
net delighted IN
11 a.m. Dinner will be served grandparents and great grand- Ogle replace IC If 411.<
Show the babysitter where and Is a senior at Murray State University majoring in matheback at any
your
ONE
them.
pad
doing
a
in parents, Mr. and Mrs. B. J. drug HOUR,
by
singing
followed
at
noon
•t (dealer's
fraternity.
NOW
social
counter.
Alpha
Kappa
Pi
of
the telephone is and leave
a
member
is
He
matics.
complete
are
thread
and
needle
the
and
numThe iron
the afternoon. All quartets and Hoffman, Miller Avenue.
and pencil handy. List the
HOLLAND DRUG en
The ceremony will be solemnized on Saturday, June 6. at
strangers to her. She does her laundry only when she runs
ber where you can be reached. two o'clock in the afternoon at the First Baptist Church in Calout of clean ckthes
vert City. All friends and relatives of the couple are invited to
Fortunately, her husband is a very *kat man, but I'm
attend.
afraid one of these days he will become disgusted and refuse
to come home to such a disorganized mess.
Now, how do I tell this to my daughter who has never
spoken a harsh word to me? She is sweet and kind. I hate to

myeteedv

Mrs. A. C. Sanders
Hostess For Meet
Of Dorcas Class

Let,

"Deta-A1313t

Her housekeeping
upsets mom!
•

• By Abigail Van

PERSONALS

load River Woman's Missionary Union
ears Program By Murray Students

The Woman's Missionary Un- place to be announced; Jim
of the Blood River Baptist Green, New York state; Gail
Association held its quarterly Kersey, Kansas and Nebraska.
meeting at the Baptist Student
Mrs. Lloyd Cornell, YWA
Center, Murray State Univer- leader, presented a certificate
sity, on Monday evening. April of recognition and YWA cita2'7.
tion to Miss Gail Kersey of EliLloyd Cornell, director of the
thtown for her special work.
HSU, gave the welcome. A short
Miss Esabell Ray gave the call
concert was presented by the to prayer. Mrs. Harold Lassiter
BSU Choir, directed by Len discussed the new facilities at
Jenkins. The choir has just re Jonathan Creek.
turned from a tour of the southern states traveling in the
The president, Mrs. Robert
bus they have purchased. Mike Miller, Sr., presided and the
Finch gave his testimony at the WMU voted to help sponsor the
meeting.
tour for the international stuMurray State MSU students dents of the nearby recreationby
who have been appointed
al facilities on Saturday, May
the home mission board to work 9. A bus has been chartered for
as summer missionaries were forty persons, but cars are needintroduced who are David Ha- ed for the extra t;irty that are
zelwood, Germany; Lee Sum- expected to attend. Any person
mers, Trinidad; Belinda Ball, interested in taking a car is
Alaska; Ish Teitloff, state of asked to call Bro. Cornell.
Oregon; and Jim Taylor, song
Following the program the
leader for the mountain youth group made a tour of the buildteam of Eastern Kentucky.
ing to see the things that are
Other students who will also needed there.
live in homes and serve as missSixty persons were present
ionaries will be Kathy LockThe next meeting will be
SiegLinda
City;
Oklahoma
hart,
held July 27 at 9:30 a.m, at the
in
both
Gillaspie,
ler and Ray
Flint Baptist Church.
New Mexico; Saundra Barrett,

WHETHER YOU'VE
MOVED ACROSS
THE GLOBE...

or across town...
Your Welcome Wagon
hostess has gifts and
helpful information
for you.
Call

her at

Phone 162-23711

Come help us celebrate the

hurt her.
Perhaps she will read this and I WWISSW OIL
MOTHER
DEAR MOTHER: And what if she DOESN'T read this?
Don't wait for her husband to lose patience and "reuse to
come borne." It may be too late then. Deal rule out the
possibility that your daughter may have a physical problem.
A Moro check-up may be in order. Haves mother-daughter
talk and tell her what you've told me It would be a kindness.
DEAR ABBY: That letter in 'our column idgmad
"ODDBALL" could have been written by me, only be was a
man, and I'm a woman. ODDBALL wrote that both his
parents were dead and he hadn't been to the cemetery to
visit their graves because it "tore him apart" to go out
there. He further said he'd been a good son to them—so it
wasn't a guilty conscience. He also said his brothers and
sisters went to the cemetery regularly and said it made them
feel "good"—but be just couldn't do it.
His questioo: "Should I go so my family wool think I'm
disrespectful to the memory of my parents?"
Your answer: "No. The time to visit parents is when
they're living. Stay away and don't feel guilty."
Abby, that's what I've wanted to hear for 20 years. God
bless you. May you live to be 100. Sign this.
ANOTHER ODDBALL
DEAR ODDBALL: flasks. I'd settle for a lot less
DEAR ABBY: Isn't it impolite to come right out and asit
ROLAND
a 40-year-pld man why be isn't married'
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of our beautiful new

MERLE

Remember Mother!!
with Gifts from

the

Town & Country Shop

Beautiful
GOWNS and
PAJAMAS
in white, pastel
and shades
Price Ranges
from
MAO to te.00

Special Offer

WHITE
KNIT
CAPES
and
SHAWLS

•,

my
Wen, that was 10 years ago, and she's still bumming
PA.
POINT,
MINERAL
paper.
•
What's your problem? you'll feel better Ityea get it off
year chest. Write to ABBY, Ben Mee, Las Angeles. Cal.
stamped, addreised
Wet' Fee a Per"eal reply enclose
eevelope.

One Sue

On All

DRESSES
1/4 off

We also
have our
Jiffy, Terry
Cloth & Denim
SHOES
Reduced I

This is OUT

Special
Promotion
for
Mothers Day

One Group
KNIT TOPS
1/4 OFF

Fits All
A perfect gift
for Mother!

Large Selection
of
COSTUME
JEWELRY
Rope Pearls
All Colors
Chains
w/goid or yellow
Pins, Bracelets,
Rings

BLOUSES
Several
different
styles

Be sure to
come in and
see our perfect
gifts for Mother

ha Mae Hole

owners - Larue Spann

Fee Abby's new booklet, 'What Teen-Age" Want to
linew," mad 11.1• Abby. lex NNW, Las Aageks. Cal. WSW.
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'107 North 4th Street
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cb FREE d"
A -complefe new look and a complexion care prtgrarn
designed just for you. In private. Without charge.
Free favors...exciting thank-you-for-coming gifts
Which will introduce you to our fabulous selection
of _cosmetics and groomirag aids!
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Disieland.renter

DEAR ABBY: The letter about the little old lady who
"bon -owed" her neighbor's morning paper, read it, and didn't
always remember to return it reminded me of my own
experience:
My neighbor is also a sweet little old lady who gets up
early in the morning, takes my morning paper, reads it, but
doesn't always return it. She'd say, "I don't want to
subscribe to the newspaper because I may not live another

noRmnn COSMETIC
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yoa knew.
DEAR. ROLAND: Yes. Especially if you think,
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For her day — Mother's Day
May 10th
Twin bands of solid 14 Karat GOld to
recall her wedding dale 7 . . with a lastrain synthetic stone of the month to
mash the birthday of each of her children
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Merle Norman Now
Under New Manager

753-4,47
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Letter To Editor
(Continued From Pees 1)

SEEN & HEARD . . •

Latest addition to the bus- pie have no idea of the piddliness community of Murray is ing amount of money that the beth Bell who has accepted
Unithe newly hdeccirated Merle space program is subsisting on. position with Arizona State
Arizona. She
Tempe,
at
versity
say
I
most
people
have
no
idea
Norman Cosmetic Studio at 107
here
N. 4th Street, which will hold of the piddling amount of mo- leaves a host of friends
great ability.
a three-day formal opening ney that the boys in Vietnam who respect her
from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. be- subsist on.
I am fully aware that the Our purple Azaleas are literally
ginning today, according to Miss
million spent on Apollo 13 bursting with vibrant color and
2375
Beverly Calloway, owner and
was
not "heaved into space," the white ones look like piles
manager, who will serve as ofbut quite a bit of it was heaved of snow (snow with leaves).
ficial hostess.
Unusual aspect of tttis grand into the pockets of that "great- Small holes in the yard where
opening, according to Miss Cal- est technological team" that the Squirrels are digging up
loway is the offer of a free was responsible for the most
buried nuts.
hour of beauty and a compli. "Impressive scientific project
the
has
world
ever
I
known."
znentary make-up to all girls
Frost in California ruined the
and women who drop in or call wonder if Mr. Smith would like grape crop.
to
an
give
estimate
whit
of
he
for an appointment.
"In addition," Miss Calloway thinks the salary should be for Lady in England flunked her
explained, "we'll serve refresh- a boy in Vietnam who puts his driving test for the 39th time.
ments, give everybody a favor life on the line everyday and At least she made the Guiness
—and there will be door prizes every night for a year. I wond- Book of Records as the person
er what he would consider a
too."
in England who failed her drivThe new Studio, a charming fair pension for a boy disabled ing test the most times.
feminine boutique carrying a mentally or physically or mayfull line of Merle Norman Cos- be both. Perhaps, $375 million W. understand that paving of
metics, will function on a try- would only bog down these Streets in Gatesboro Subdivision
before-you-buy - premise based boys with unnecessary money is set for next month.
and little good would be achievon the basic "three steps
beauty" philosophy of this 39- ed.
Good to know that A. B. Crass
year-old California firm of cos- 11 hope Mr. Smith's faith in is improving.
President Nixon's plans to deal
metics manufacturers.
In line with the overall phi- with the Vietnam war is, not And, good luck to Purdom Laslosophy of Merle Norman Cos- betrayed, but I do not share siter who also underwent open
metics, Miss Calloway, complet- this faith.
Mrs. Robert Young heart surgery.
ed an intensive training course
Ky.
Almo,
at Paris, Tennessee and receiv.
Sort Combs is to announce his
ed additional training at Memcandidacy for, governor on June
phis, Tennessee, where she Dear Editor:
Has no one disagreed with 6.
gained practical knowledge m
and the Courier-Journal on
you
cosmetics, complexion care and
Senator Edward Kennedy safe
the art of make-up, along with the seventeen year locust? I he rejects the findings of the
the
along
something
read
also
fashion trends and color prejudge who doubted his Ana.
dictions for the seasons ahead. same line in the Paducah DemoThe Merle Norman Cosmetic crat. I hate to be an odd ball. We feel Wayne Sullivan of PaStudio will be open daily, Mon- but I believe if you will check, ducah will get popular support
day through Saturday, from 9:00 you will find that in the south In his fight against short weight
they mature in 13 years. So.
a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
charges by the state.
Mrs. Calloway issued a cord- says my World Book EncycBioDynamic
also
and
lopedia
ial invitation to every girl and
Ws se* sick and tired of all
woman in Murray to drop in at logy by Baker-Mills that I stu- these articles about somebody
Mrs.
under
Mae
died
Eula
107 North 4th for special Grand
being,.sick and tired, but here's
Opening favors, or phone 753- Daughtery out at Lynn Grove one more anyway. It comes from
and
1936
between
time
some
8026, for an appointment for
The Catholic Forester, Marcha free hour of beauty and a 1940. No, I'm not of the Pepsi April 1970 issue.
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generation
complimentary make-up.
I distinctly remember them
"coming" in 1937, 1950, and
SICK AND TIRED
1963 so if they come this year,
We, and many other Amerithey'll suprise me. The "dry cans are sick and tired.
fly" or "dog-day fly" is a two
Sick of those who think the
year species of the Cicada.
US. can never do anything
was waiting for some one right.
to disagree but since I hadn't
Tired of those who think no
of it, my weakness for other country can ever do anyWord has hoes received of opening my big mouth got the thing wrong.
the death of Bryan Mason, for- upper hand of me again.
Sick of those who promote
mally of Calloway County, who
Yours Truly
disobedience.
died suddenly at his home in
Ynema Wright
Tired of theme who ignore inWarns, Mich., on TueadaY at
Murray Route One justice.
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one p. m. His death was due to
Sick of the brainless mobs
a heart attack_
who burn and loot.
Mason was 74 years of age.
Tired of their apologists blind
fie is survived by his wife, Mrs.
to the truth.
Magadalene Wilson Mason, one
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ny the black man the right to
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set up a house wherever he
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Sick of those who are always
al Oak, Mich.
turned to Kentucky State Penitentiary for parole violation fol- demanding something.
Tired of those who never
lowing an April 21 shooting incident in which he was involved. want to give anything
Sick of youngsters Who acorn
Wolfe was arrested by Marshall County authorities on two the wisdom of age.
Tired of oldsters who spurn
counts of malicious shooting with
Intent to kill following the shoot- the ideas of youth.
Sick of those movie makers
ing of a Paducah tart driver,
Lowell (Buddy) Smith, 1035 Park whose films reflect their depravity.
Mrs. Joyce Byrd of Murray Ave.
Tired of those Movie goers
Route One passed away this Wolfe, 59, who was living in
morning at five o'clock at the Benton following parole on a who support such screen filth.
Sick of teachers who prefer
Murray-Calloway County Respi- manslaughter charge about a
o preach.
te.
year ago, will face the grand
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way of 'n house on U. S. 841,
Mtk -iof, .the bathless boobs
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other.
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Sick of the mess we're
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And too tired to say any
with Bro. Bill Brumbger and
more about it.
Bro. Jerrell White officiating.
Burial will be in the Oak
Grove
with the it'
ONE CITED
rangeinents by the Miller Funeral Horne of Hazel where friOne person was cited for
The Murray Art Guild will
ends may tail.
sponsor classes this summer in speeding on Wednesday by the
art for both children and adults Murray Police Department.
according to Edna Milliken of
the Guild.
Lundscape courses will be
offered for adults and general L:radtdown on litterers
painting classes will be offered
VICTORIA, B.C. (UPI)for children, Mrs. Milliken said. new anti-litter bill believed to
The Calloway County Censer
The courses will be taught by the toughest in Canada has been
vaGon Club will hold shoots AI Anthony Droege of the Murray introduced in the British ColumSaturday and Sunday, May 2 State University Art Depart- bia Legislature by Recreation
and 3, with the starting time it OWN and will begin in June. I Minister Kenneth Ku -man.
12-noon Sunday.
The classes will be. open to
The bill, if passed, would
All members and the public the public and will cost $30 for
are invited to attend. Club birds each series.
require all manufacturers of beer
will be released to members
Signup for the courses will and soft drinks to malse a two.
Saturday and Sunday.
be tonight at 7 p.tn. at the Art cent refund on cans, bottles and
Members that Are interested Guild on Z. Main Street.
Another
other, containers.
The children's Course will be section prohibits the discharge
In' releasing birds should be
even
the
Sunday
and
members
or
Saturday
15
there
limited to
of domestic sewage or waste
adult course to 20.
travel trailers, mobile
from
iffIllTken salred-thst• any- gc7Mes. Preasure-boats or houseThe
et'age
iui ate one desiring farther informat- boats into any fresh water oren
`twirls •11r2 pounde of meat in- Ios _So_ come to. the. meeting at land. the build tonight.
1014

NEW YORK (UPI): American Negroes drink half
as white, but nobody
as much coffee per
knows why for sure.

capita

If 15 million of the z2 million black in the
country could be induced to increase their coffee
consumption from the present cup and a half a day
to three cups a day, imports of unroai-ted coffee
would have to be increaser •)%.4 per cent, or more
than one million sacks.
DR. WILLIAM STRUNNING, an executive of
the Pan American Coffee Office. said,, "A great
percentage of American Negroes drink cofree:The
problem is, they drink much less than whites and
we can't find out why"
Many American Negroes were raised in the
South or are descendants of southerners, and c0Ifee
consumption in that region of the United States
traditionally has been lower than in the cold northern regions.
The fact that many Negroes work outdoors,
where it is not always easy to grab a fast cup of
coffee, is another factor offered as a possible explanation of the phenomenon.
For the beer industry, the Negro market represents the difference between profit and loss. Any
brewery that fails to woo the sector of the market
is heading straight for disaster.

cemetery

ecutive types who want to
skip vacations--virtually
all bad. Montgomery says

the whole two weeks,"
THEN THERE'S the man
who wants to pile up time
credit to retire early or the
fellow who is facing compulsory retirement and

One is the fellow who's
afraid someone else will be
sitting at his desk permanently when he gets back.

hates to give up his work
until he has to.
But these aren't the
types who cause top management the most worry.
The most serious problem
Is the executive who won't
take a vacation because he
can't stand his family—
even for a week.
According to Dr. Ralph
Collins, consulting
for Eastman Kodak in Rochester, N. Y.,
this executive likely will
become dogmatic and irascible at the office, reducing
morale and efficiency in
his department.
There are many other ex-

THE SPENDTHRIFT who
can't afford a vacation is
another common type. Often he covers up by pretending the company can't
spare his services. He manto have some large
project on hand to look
after during vacation sea-

ages

psy-

chiatrist

son.
Then there are those
who really think they are
indispensable—that the department couldn't get along
without them for a few
weeks

LIBERAL
TRADE-IN
ALLOWANCE

Ile* Automatic Ice Maker

LEONARD _temp Master

FROST
NO
REFRIGERATOR-FREEZER

NO FROST

with AUTOMATIC

ICE MAKER

• Automatic Icemaker129987
Replaces cubes
automatically!
Even Less
No more filling
:
VVith Trade
and spilling.
.,
14 CU. FT. REFR4GER•ATOR • 119-LB. SEPARATE
fEEEZER I Loaded with deluxe features: Magnetic door gaskets. siidine shelves, twin crispers
and dairy chest. 46.I Sl..2.- 3,-4,i - • -

Parolee
Returned
To Prison

ma.

NEW YORK (UPI): Witif
another vacation season
coming up shortly,' many
companies again are faced
with the problem of executives who resist taking one.
"According to business
psychologists, the man who
wants to skip his vacation
nearly always is a risk of
some kind to the 'company
and himself. Rarely is his
excuse for staying on the
job valid," said Smith
Montgomery of Personnel
Psychology Center in New
York.
"There are pome timid
souls, widowed or divorced
or just lonely, who simply
can't face the prospect of a
two-week break in their
routine," Montgomery said.
"They wouldn't know what
to do with themselves and
might just sit in their
rooms or on a park bench

LAST 3 DAYS!

Bryan Mason, Former
Countiany_Saccumbs

Mrs. Joyce Byrd
Dies This Morning

Man who wants to skip
vacation is risk to boss

Negroes- Spurn Coffee

(Continued From Pogo 11
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YOUR CHOICE OF
DECORATOR COLORS
WHITE - COPPER - AVOCADO
or HARVEST YELLOW

NEW! cOMPACI

'7 5-cu. ft. REFRIGERATOR

p Push-button
Automatic Defrost

• Slide-out
Shelves

For your cabin

%litre

recreation room
,

...is

For your office

1
...Oa V

For

as
ir

campers

FULL WIDTH FREEZER! The mighty
mipact that fits answhere.

77
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Art Guild To Offer
Painting Classes
Here This Summer

II

Conservation Club To
Conduct Shoots Here

•
•

emp BlamesInstant installation. ti,Q00 BTU
Capacity. 2-Speed automatic
thermostat. Rust-proof construction. 99•370
s

OJASCO

mo-s

St

139

f3e1-Air
Shopping
Center

® 10,000 BTU

Instant installation. 2-41Seed.
Automatic thermostat. Pushbutton controls. Air exhaust.
Even Less
With Trade

R9- 1'4

15,000 BTU, 230 _Volt,
HESE

753-8391

191
99-3'S

Even Less
With Trade

238

ICES GOOD AT AIL 0 ASCO $ 0
Open 9-6 Mon -Sot
Closed Sundays

USE OUR EASY
,CREOSY OR...
BANKAMERICARD

1
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CARD OF THANKS

Lw.r'Ite

Mrs Ella Hamlin wants to
thank Dr. Hugh Houston, Dr.
Lowery and Dr. Roberts for the
operation and needed care. The
nurses and orderlies for their
kind treatment I received during my 8 weeks stay in the Murray-Calloway County Hospital
SALIII
with a broken hip. Also my
also
friends,
and
pick up the
mates
room
SAM doll forget to
the 83 friends, who sent cards shampooer and Blue butte at
and the ones who sent pots and
M-2-C
BigK.
vases of flowers.
HOOVER seltoontained luggage
May the Lord bless and care style vacuum cleaner. Less than
one year old. Used only a few
for all of you is my wish.
Mrs. Ella Hamlin times $35.00. Phone 753-6834
A-30-P
1TP after 400 p. BL

ova

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
2-Fuss
ACROSS
3-Meddle
1-Flying mammal 4-Again
5-Cover
4-Century plant
6-Preposition
8-Be II
7-Weird
11-Girl's name
8-Snake
12-Baseball tears
9-Pronoun
13-Remain
15-Struck with
10-Kind of beer
explosives
14-Knitting wool
k
Phnom
Knoc
17
from
miles
16-Wager
youths near Saang, 18
19-A state (abbr.)
area.
oaceireo-Cambodian soldiers question two
the
18-Indefinite
20-Church bench
forces are fighting seesaw battle in
Cong
Viet
and
ian
article
Cambod
capital.
21-Metal
Penh, the
22-Weight of India 21-Sedition
rpenter's tool
22-Ca
s. 23-Barracuda
23-Pronoun
I ment and recreational facilitie
25-Native metal
built
are
lake
towns
untain
24-Writing
26-Mo
Most new
implement
onoun
within commuting range of a 27-Pr
25-Be in debt
nce
28-Revere
new
clump
larger city although the
-Bushy
26
29-Ned
28-Priest's
30-Prirsor's
vestment
MINIUM
town usually is planned to pro29-Wager
d
vide employment opportunity 31-Gratille
-Vessel
31
33-Speni44 article
for many of its residents.
unlawfully
be built 35-Take
develalso
al
can
addition
towns
d
indicate
New
and
36-Place
fly NORMAN KEMPSTER
pro
37-River in
opments will be aided in the as part of redevelopment
Scotland
WASHLNGTON (UPI)-By
within larger cities.
jects
38.•Whip
l,
proposa
tic
Democra
the turn of the century, just 30 future.
The
40-eist
of Democratic
Rep. Thomas L. 41-Frigid
vean away, as many as 30 mil- • But a group
chair- sponsored by
the
g
includin
nmen,
congre
in
living
make
be
may
42-Soa eau
ns
would
lion America
and Ashley of Ohio, of city re- 43-Measure of
use
-nevi towns" built either on men of both the senate
e
extensiv
more
weight
with jurisdicopen rural land or redeveloped house committee
development. It weeld permit 44-Man's nickname
tion over libusing, has •introh
lan
althoug
45-Babylon
which,
areas
victims of decaying cities. •
for sub- renewal of
deity
Many urban planners believe duced legislation calling pment not blighted, are "functionally 46-Dine
develo
careful construction of corn- stantial new town
e." The measure would 47-Higher
The Democratic bill would obsolet
pletely new communities is the
ge new town devel- 50-Former Russian
encoura
also
on urban
ruler
only answer to a growing pro- establish a council
rural land.
on
opment
52-Spoken
develop
orderly
trends
ion
populat
blem of Urban sprawl and a growth to plan
54-Mature
If present
The measStates will 55-Or-gan of
deteadration of the quality of ment of new towns.
direct continue, the United
provide
hearing
would
also
ure
its
million to
city hfe.
56-Actual
ce-in add another 100
so
next 30 years. 57 Staff
The Department of Housing federal financial assistan
the
in
ion
populat
y author-

'New Towns'seen
curbing city decay

addition to the presentl
took more than three cenDOWN
ized loan guarantees-to get new It
after the first European
turies
town projects going.
napkin
Baby's
to
1
nation
settlers arrived for the
reach its first 100 million
Completely planned
.population. The next 100 milbut the
Peanuts*
A new town is a completely lion came in 100 years
d in
planned community, usually third 100 million is expecte
III ANL IS
ranging in population from 30 years.
to
taken
are
s
measure
s
contain
Unless
It
.
500,000
50.000 to
, R. milhomes for a wide variety of alter present patterns new resiincome levels, shops, entertain- lion of the 100 million
dents will congregate in just 12
major cities. ''Sew town who.
*9
hope their communities
0 0 0
cotes
143 tve
will be attractive enough to lure
some people ass as frOm the
crowded cities.

and Urban Development(HUD)
has made a cautious start at
encouraging new town development. Under the 1968 Housing
Act, the department can guarantee loans for the development of
new communities. any one
project has been assisted so far.
D Secretary George Romney announced the first new
town guarantee, a project in
orne fanfare
Minnesota, ‘‘ith ,
.
.
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Massive ring
nearly covers
back of hand
By JOAN DEPPA
PARIS (UPI) - Back in the
days when diamonds were still a
girl's best friend, a jewelry
showing was described in terms
of millions of dollars worth of
sparkling diamonds, rubies and
sapphires.
The showing of jgvelry the
other day by Finnish designer
Bjorn Weckstrom would have to
be reviewed in terms more
suitable.
Weckstrom, 34, works for
Lapeortia Ltd., of Finland. He
makes unpolished Sitver
brooches, , bracelets and rings
that undulate into. soft folds

.1111

where

\,
.kltDis

*

59.98

They'll flip and so will you in this flip skirted dress
pol?aestr.r. douhtu
from Nord's. Of 10fr; Da( rf
knit with smashing ring collar and below the waist
tie. Jolly Green White: Chocolate Brov,n White
Admiral Navy-White Sizes 6 to 16

Clevnic,, Jordan
Ky

iforras Highwa

910
0
•

0 00nnon
e•%3 0%.1

tiny

human

figures

emerge.
The most striking examples
of the designer's work were two
macnn-e hand rings. They fasten
around one finger like a normal
ring. But the setting covers
from
anywhere
half-to-three-quarters of the
hand.
The surface of one of the
rings appears to have a main fold
IICTOS.S the center and another,
smaller fold dividing the lower
half. Out of the top half
protudes a -tiny figure, arms
outstretched, as if trying to
escape from his environment.
They are. the kind of jewels to
accessorize with the most
strlkingly simple ensemble
possible - a long, stark jersey
evening gown or trouser suit.
Instead of buying a dress and
then looking for jewelry . to
adorn it, these rings come first
and foremost always.
Weckstrom, who with his
dark hair and goatee looks more
I,atin than Finnish, could not be
present for the showing held
here under the patronage of Mrs.
Richard Seppala, wife of
Finland's Ambassador to Paris.
But his ideas about jewelry
came across.clearly even without
him there to describe them. The
lack of diamonds and the
presence of less glamorous
stones such as tourmalines was
Pearls are another
striking.
Wee kst rom favorite, nestled
among ultra-modern rillts that
loot like molten gold caught in
mid-flow or dangled from an
abstract gold pendant.

-swer to Yesterday's Puzzle
PEEPMEINIOI

Elr CJIMIll tii
OMB MI CHIN
1513M1 1312M01101
IiiirFAR010131:10
IZIOM iiPr1
1111X0 MOD MI
DAME!
NM
Ellafi
rialF111PRZIP
MA110 ODOM
010011010121
0
DOS 1313M1 13f1111
DAM 211Z1111 IUDLAD
30
32-Stitch
33-Lamprey.
34-Conducted
35-Hurried
37-Unit of currency
38-Vegetable
39-Wipe out
40-Engine
41-Man's nickname

Distr. by United

43-Symbol for
tantalum
44- Meet mg piece
46-Be mistaken
47-chinas* pagoda
48-The.self
49-Communist
51-Cooled lava
53-Note of scale

WE ARE um an authorized
Baldwin
urren..c mare pony. Phone 435- Downs carpet dealer, with full PIANOS and Organs, pianos.
Used, new
buy.
or
Rent
a-2-C
4725.
Nylon
supple*, 501
EVERY make electric carpet
shampooer dam a better job
with famous Blue Lustre. Western Auto, Home of "The WelbM-2-C
er( Well".

line of
Acrilyan Acrylic, Wood and Kodel, also indoor outdoor carpet.
All above completely installed.
No job too small to be aware
of or too iarge to be taktai care
. Carrawsy Furniture II Appliance, 105 North 3rd Street

Across from Pod Office, Lanais
do Piano Co., Paris, Than.
H-M-1-C

USED TRAILERS. Located in
trailer park on East Highway,
set up, ready to rent for an Lavestment or occupy yourself alFOR SALE or Rent: Mobile Pnone MAIM.
1.1-1•C tar June 8. Must sell now bela',
x
51'
s,
bedroom
two
Home,
fore new lease signed- Thom
completely furnished with car
(49x
table
7534302 after 6:0rl. S.
CAN
AMERI
on
EARLY
Located
peting, 1968 modeL
H-M-1-C
Pkchairs.
six
leaf),
without
Mur36
shaded lot, six miles from
Phone
$70.00.
n,
conditio
ray. Call 753-6770 days, 492- cellent
M-1-C TWO BOYS sport cods, sumM4-C 753-7937.
8613 nights.
8. Boys pants, size 8.
live- mer, she dresses, sizes 2 and
GARAGE SALE, Saturday, May 14 FT Fishing Boat with
girls
Little
A-1-C
2nd, from 9:00 a. m., until wee, trailer, 3 HP Johnson mo- 3. Phone 753-5583.
TV:
everything is did. Some of the tor; 18 inch RCA portable
Phone RIDING HORSE, six years old
items are an electric range, re- belt driven window fan.
M-1-C and saddle. Phone 753-4039.
frigerator, air-conditioner, an 753-7770.
A-30-C
tomatic washer, rugs, sonic furus
numero
and
5,
clothes,
to
3
niture,
GIRLS CLOTHING, sizes
NO SAMPLE BOOKS, all merother items. Come by anytime Junior Petite. Good condition. chandise in stock. Cash and
to
sale
after 5:00 p. m., before
Reasonable. Call 753.1518. M-1-C Carry. Big truck load new carsee items listed. Located at 500
pet, came in Tuesday morning.
Kentucky Ave., phone 753-8235 14' JOHN BOAT, 10 HP motor, We have commercial type hiA-30-C troll motor, 6-12 volt battery
rubber back 12 and 13
mid trailer. Phone 753-4857. deosity
$3.95 sq. yd. Other
d
Firebir
widths,
BS,A Motorcycle. 1989
M-5-C fthe
fillirPelt. 4395 sq. yd. Some
Scrambler. Low mileage. 220
100% nylon pile carpet, 91.99
North 13th Street. Phone 753A-30-P 13 FT CAMPER trailer, new sq. yd. Come see it unrolled
2386.
's Dastires, equipped with new stove, while it lasts. Paschal
TWO SPORT coats, size 8 and bunk beds with plenty of cabi- count House, Hazel, Kentucky
A-30-C
come
10. Prime 753-7373.
net space. Has well to wall car- 4924733. Comb and Carry;
pile at $2.99
well peting. Priced bor quick sae. see our big bargain
two years
M-2-P
M-2-C RI yd.
trained. Phone 753-8090. M4C Phone 480-3831.

ota,

Hoz.v.,

40 INCH gas range, 40 Inch
! Patio Sale, Frielectric range. Smell charcoal GUESS WHAT!! till 8:00 p. m,
4:00
from
day
four
with
ad
dinnete
black
and
9:00 a. m. till
chain. Phone 753-7735. M-2-C Saturday( from
4.00 p. m. 1302 Kirkwood, pleadesk, suitable t/ of goodies. Phone 753-6200.
GARAGE SALE: clothing end ?NNE DRAWER
room. Phone
M-2-C
other items, cheap. Fri- for study or living
aternoon and Saturday, 753-2827 after 5:00 p. m. M-2-C REGISTERED English Setter, 8
M-1-C WASHER, stove, over stuffed week puppies, grandam ChamCardinal Drive.
chairs, bedroom suite and chest. pion Riposte, Champion ComUSED nir conditioner, 8,000 Phone 753-0302 or 762-4479 af- manders Big Coon. Reedy fall
Phone 753P4420. ter 5:00 p. m.
M-2-C hunting. Phone 753-7238. M-2-C
A-30-C

TACHOMETER, radio, records.
8 track tapes, phonograph. Call
7534793 alter 3 p. m., 611 S.
M-1-P
Broad Street,

Bru, vmAc

'stare

30

by Charles M. Schulz
LAST NIGHT I DREAMED 714AT

7"ri05E
I\EATNIGiT
ARE "t3OINC5 TO
PRI\ E CRA:2

LITTLE RED-HAIRED GIRL AND I
(JERE EATING LUNCH TOGETHER...

BUT SHE'S GCNE..5i4C5 MOYED
AWN?, AND I DON'T KNOW WHERE
94E LIVES, AND 94E DOESN'T
KNOW I EYBN EXIST ANDI'LL t.6132
SEE HER AGAIN -AND...

by Ernie Bushrniller

Nancy

YOU ALSO BROKE
THE WINDSHIE,LD
IN YOUR CAR

YEP, I BROKE
THE RECORD

THAT
E
HOMER
WAS SOM
YOU HIT IN
THE LAST
INNING

HEY,

POR SALII

/OR SALO

LEFTY,

...

•

- E-Rokt
1.46-

aPit,-30

by R. Van Buren

Abbie '14 Slats

1
IT is No 1/5E!THIS MAN'S 08SESSiON
Is 6Liesprnia.? I AAA THE WORLD'S
GREATEST PSYCHIATRIST-AND CANNOT a&G/P/;RD PENETRATE
HIS CONSCIOUSNESS I

by Al Capp

Ikbner

SKIP
Al-I'D E5E-GA5PrMIDDLIV
PROUD TO MARRY
YORE DOTTER,SUHEXCEPT FO'A COUPLE
DETAILS-,

STAND AS/ON,YA EIABOONK:
00Ca4046/NS IS ABOUT
T'OPERATE'

SON!!

(ITIrIlltfTsiorm
WAS LOVE
AT
LITTLE DETAILS
DON'T
MATTER!!

GRAN'PAPPY
IS NOW rwi
TO 15UTT DOWN
TH'GIANT
TRASH WOOD
TREE!! HALF
DOGPATCH
IS UP IN TH'
5RANCH ES!!
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LASS TER e McKINNEY
DATSUN
FIRST ANNIVERSA Y CELEBRATION

r

mornttli
type
2 an...1 1. 5
yd cfl
yd Surne

REFRESHMENTS

FAVORS
FOR THE KIDS

GIFTS
FOR THE LADIES

FREE
DOOR PRIZES

artroLled
l's Das
Keritack:,
, comt,
le at S2 9'4
M-2 t'
Sale nap m,
a m till
rod, plen
753-6200
M 2-C
_
Setter, 8
(m
n CornReady tall
M 2-C

INTRODUCING
DATSUNS NEWEST ECONOMY CAR

THE 240 Z-GT SPORTS CAR

TAM'FISH,
C.8., BUT A

THE 1-CAR
PERFORMANCE MAKES IT FUN

ACKERE4!

The New Datsun 240-Z
It's a personal car built for American drivers. There's a six
cylinder overhead cam engine that delivers 150 HP. four
wheel fully independent suspension, radial tires, power front
disc brakes. And the Z-Car is beautiful inside with fully
adjustable, foam -padded bucket seats and luxurious
appointments. There's a radio, tachometer, racing-type
steering wheel, too—everything for a fresh, exciting adventure in personalized transportation.

1 Capp
• PP`,

It's in our showroom nowi,

DOWN
NT
WOOD
HA L
PATCH
TH'
H ES!!

"COME IN AND SEE THE COMPLETE LINE OF NEW DATSUN AUTOMOBILES"
SYCAMORE STREET

MURRAY, KY.

PHONE 153 1114
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More visit Pago Pago
PAGO PAGO, American
iamoa (UPI)—Tourism in this
iouth Pacific tenitory grew by
accord16 per cent during 1969,
Tourism.
ing to the Office of
During the year, 13,940 visitors
arrived, compared with 11,784
was
in 1968. The average stay
three days.

—t RRAY, KENTUCKY

TEN

WORLD WEEK

Puerto Rico
Has 100,000
Heroin Users

MORE THAN 100
Of 406 U.S
DESERTERS IN
SWEDEN IN
TROURLE OVIR
CRIME DRUGS

P.

KILLER TORNADOES
HAMMER TEXAS
AND MISSISSIPPI

PAGE If

By CONSTANCE HARRIS
IN SAN CLEFAINTE
NIXON ANNOUNCES
150 000 MORE GI,
WILL IF IROUGHT
HOME FROM VIET
IN NEXT 12 MONTHS

SAN JUAN, Puerto Rico
(UPI)— This Caribbean island
SLACK POWER STRIPE
entered the 1970's with a giant
MINOS MARTIAL LAW
monkey on its back— a $100
TO 11NY TRINIDAD
million a year heroin habit.
PHILIPPINES AIRLINER
To the casual visitor, this
CRASHES ON APPROACH
DIE
TO MANILA, ALL 33
island
vivid, palm - fringed
seems far removed from the
BOARD AT HOUSTON
SEEKS ANSWER TO
urban decay back home. Yet
OXYGEN EXPLOSION
Ricans are "shooting"
Puerto
13
.I ON TI4E APOLLO
more drugs than their mainland
cousins, and the rate is rising.
CAS7t0 TELLS
Authorities estimate there
CURANS NIXON
IS READYING
are 100,000 heroin addicts on
AN INVASION
this island of 2.7 million people.
CLOSE PRESIDENTIAL
And the island lacks the
VOTE IIRINGS STATE Of
SOUTH VtETS INFLICT HEAVY
SIEGE IN C01011161A
for the full-scale attack
DAMAGE ON FOE IN "SECRETfends
SPEARHEADS INTO CAMBOOLA
needed to reverse its climbing
a
a few false
addictionnrate.
starts,
but unthinkable) took place at desire on the part of ChrLstians
coordinated government proVestavia Hills Baptist Church to learn more about the nature
to combat addiction is
gram
Jewish
the
and
March
Judaism
on
Ala.,
of
In Birmingham,
Its critics say it
shape.
taking
directly
learn
to
and
people—
15.
A too late.Treated
little,
ciay
Fr. Dauane Stenzel, a Fran- from Jews rather than from Is too
Handful
ciscan priest who has been second-hand sources," the rabbi
With 14 programs, public and
leading
said.
in
successful
highly
private, only a handful of the
spiritual renewal movements in
addicts are receiving
island's
Catholic parishes in Louisville, Despite a falling off in church
help. Some 2,000 addicts are
to
invitation
and
an
an
apparent
By LOUIS CASSELS
attendance,
accepted
Ky.,
for
provided
is
Interval of time
governUPI Religion Writer
decline in public now being treated at
those so desiring to go to a conduct worship services and general
ment facilities here, and even
Baptist
the
at
scripture
religion,
groups
in
Interest
discussion
nearby table, fill out and sign a
are voluntary.
A pot pourri of recent charge card. The signed card is church.
distribution by the American those programs
The government is pinning its
ievelopments in the world o then dropped into the basket "We were very impressed by Bible Society increased last
hopes on a pilot program using
which may be signifi- just as though it were a dollar Father Stenzel," says the Rev. year by nearly 50 per cent.
It began in JanuaOtis Brooks, pastor of the host The 154-year-old society, sup- methadone.
• it and certainly are rather bill.
addicts
48
with
enrolled.
ry,
a
in
expressed
"He
contribuvoluntary
by
church.
parted
The system hasn't been in
The value of the program,
churches and
use long enough for the pastor vital way the need of a tions from
from
The Blue Hills Baptist Church to determine whether it will personal experience with Christ individuals, distributed a record which shifts the addict
methaDl San Jose, Calif., has result in increased contribte for religion to be transform- total of 76,216,553 scriptural heroin to less harmful
questionable. An
informed its members they tions.
Items, including 660,250 com- done, is still
ing."
is in dollars and
benefit
obvious
New
ienceforth may use credit
6,876,794
Billets,
plete
--with a $70 per
addict
An
cents:
they
if
cash,
history,
of
in
time
instead
For the first
'zarcis
Testaments, 8,063,216pamphlets
A Roman Catholic priest
day heroin habit can be treated
wish, to make contributions.
recently conducted a revival a Jew has been appointed a containing one or more comTables placed at convenient meeting at a Southern Baptist professor of theology at the plete books of the Bible, on methadone tor less than 10
Locations in the church sanctua- church.
Pontifical Gregorian University 60,240,150 "selections" compris cents a day, according to
Services
ry are equipped with blank
Rome.
In
lag less than a full book of the Secretary of Social
This unprecedented event (a
Dr, David Neiman, who has Bible. 369,671 "Talking Bible' Efr an Santiago.
charge forms and charge card few years ago, it would have
But critics say that at best,
imprinters. Before the
been not only unprecedented been a hill-time member of the records and tapes for the blind,
the program can only eliminate
Lion basket is pasimi4 theological faculty at Boston and 6,472 braille volumes.
social ills
College since 1966, will go to The Rev, Dr. James Z. some of the
Rome next spring to assume Netting; executive secretary of surrounding addiction.
Two decades ago, migration
his new chair in the world's the society's national distribuoldest and most prestigious tion department, attributes the to the mainland was hailed as
island's
Roman Catholic seminary.
increased distribution to a the answer to the
woes. In recent
Dr. Neiman, an ordained growing use of scripture in economic
rabbi, will teach Old Testament man-to-man "personal evange- years, however, the migration
Industrial Road I Main Street
literature, Jewish history, and lism" carried on by devout pattern has reversed itself, and
(Behind Adams' Welding)
theology to future Individuals who are distressed one of the biggest problems the
Jewish
IV
Catholic priests.
by the apparent recession of young Puerto Rican brought
home with him from New
Rs calls his appointment "a public interest in religion.
York's ghettos was drugs,
very big step toward greater
according to police.
understanding between Judaism
Has Become Bridge
and Christianity."
Jose Nunez Barber, who
"There seems to be a sincere
heads the Treasury Departof special
office
ment's
Investigations which enforces
federal, narcotics laws, said
Puerto Rico has become a
bridge connecting the poppy
fields of the Orient with the
LEXLNGTON, Ky. — Keep a lucrative U.S. drug market.
sharp lookout for the alfalfa
He estimates that $400 million
weevil, for the time is close at
In hard drugs pass over that
hand for the insect to do es
bridge annually, concealed by
damage, University of Kentucky
innocent-seeming tourists and
entomologists warned.
passing through San
Many growers in the central students
International Airport.
Juan
and western parts of Kentucky
The federal government apmay need to spray within the
becoming concerned
next several days, Wesley W. parently is
flow of drugs through
the
about
Gregory, UK Extension entomoPuerto Rico, which Nunez said
logist, advised.
New York, Miami
When 25 per cent of the alfal- has replaced
major points
fa tips show damage, control and Montreal as
Federal Office of
measures should be started, he of entry. The
Dangerous Drugs
said. Local geographic and cli- Narcotics and
two-man intela
open
will
matic conditions will determine
in July.
here
office
ligence
just when the weevil will apinto the
heroin
of
flow
the
If
pear in your arear so careful
up, the
Inspection of your fields is the Island can be dried
control
only sure way to determine government addiction
campaign may stand a chance.
their presence.
Watch the weather. The best
conditions for -spriying are
lovers
when no rain is expected, the For art
NASHUA,N.H.(UP)- A 01temperature is absve SOT., and
the wind is
lection of about 50 paintings,
The recent spring rains may entitled "Paintings of New Engkeep you and your spray equip- land Artists," will be on display
ment out of the fieldsl. Just as May 3-Sept. 13 at the Arts and
soon as the fields dry up the Science Center in Nashua.
weather is clear, get in those
fields and spray for control.
Rain immediately following
Insecticide application will, ef
course, wash the material off,
but if the insecticed has hsd
time to dry on the plants before a rain, very little will be
STOP IN...HAVE FUN
lost.
Strong winds prevent good
coverage because 'of drift, and
lower temperatures cause many
insecticides to be less effective
Recommended insecticides for
Italia weevil control should be
n your shelves and your spriy
gs cleaned and ready to rod,
regory concluded.
A copy of the UK publica..in "Alfalfa Weevil Control for
1970," Misc. 314-D and additional Inform ition may be obtained
you. local C iunty Extens
from
serving
and
you
forward to meeting
on office.
On
$400 MIWON LOSER Perot
paper, that ix. H. Rosa
Nuns sue studenta
bo v el is a $400 million
MT. ANGEL Orr
PI) No loser as reault of a two-day.
order of nun%
"lied t.
,-bear raid" on stock of his
college atudent. for $foggi
Electronic Da t a Systems
HAZEL,
KENTUCKY
Ph. 4 8-8321
trimming blanche% from thr Ifq
;, which drops him from
Corp
of a 90-year-old -4equoid in..
billionaire to mere multi-milThe liened ic ti ne -1.ie r.
lionaire He owns M per rent
Sit.. Angel brought the
11.7 million shares of
cause, they said, the trinittiivi,_ of the
'Texas firms At 150 it
the
syrnetry of the In,
ruined
times
hn.d been *Oiling at fun
one of the tallest ...Ionia.
share earning.,
per
tregon.

New Developments In World
Of Religion Are Significant

Since 1111111

Murray Marble
Works
BUILDERS OF FINS
INIMORIALS
Fetter White - Metteger
111 Maple St. 753-2512

t..AA-4
NAVAL JELLY
RAINSTIOf JUNCTION is open again ineChicago, with Mary
Alice Hughes making a selection here. It's the Chicago and
North Western Railway's service to commuters, from the
supply of umbrellas collected in lost and found. Commuters
may borrow one without Charge, and are asked to return It.
Comprehensive-service
LOS ANGELES (UPT)-Los
Angeles is the only city in the
United States served by all 11
of the nation's trunk air carriers.

Time Near
For Alfalfa
'Weevils

YOU'RE INVITED TO OUR

WASH
RUST
OFF!

MI=
QINIS

MOO

i
imam 41 ssstimst
sale price $1.49
STARKS HARDWARE

CATFISH DINNERS
•
Prime Steaks - Select Seafoods
The Best of Ky. Country Ham
Fresh Fried Chicken - Plate Lunches
Sandwiches

GRAF% ADVEITIZING

We Do All Types of Painted
Signs and Custom Art

IT

ON!

FRESH KY. LAKE

NOW OPEN

753-8692

BRUSH

PEKING'S KEY MAN—The key
man in Peking's announcement of launching Red
China's first orbiting space
satellite is believed to be
Chien Hseu-shen (above). He
is a graduate in aeronautical
engineering at California Institute of Technology.

KY. LAKE LODGE RESTAURANT
Aurora, Kentucky
You can be assured that you will always get Fresh
Fish when you dine with us . . . Not ocean or frozen
fish which most places serve.

WIN...Free Door Prizes
SEES..Our Store
SH0P...Special Grand

Opening Bargains

We're looking

See our line of famous

Purina Chows and Health

Products. Meet our people.
Hear about services
we offer you.

yowl

HARRI ON'S FARM CENTER
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HasVolkswagen finally flipped?
No, we haven't flipped. .
We've IjSt gone ahead and turned out
.a Beetle that looks like the fun car it
really is.
You see, the normal, everyday Beetle
IS somewhat deceptive Underneath that
mild mannered appearance lurks a 4-onthie-floor gecrrshift, synchromesh transmission, 4-wheel independent suspension,
ore! a 14 347•1 steering ratio.
That, as any'l3eetle crosier vvi44 tell you,
IS a fun car to drive
But there's still that mild mannered appearance.
So enter the formula Vee Beetle Complete with 'acing stripes. Hood scoop

Mag wheels. Radial tires. Fanfare horns
Taper tip exhaust pipes.
On the inside, a- -Toeing type steering
wheel Sports gearshift lever. Wood
grained dash
How about that")
Then there are some ,extras we con
.n like a tachometer, on exhaust es•
Tractor, rallye shocks and other goodies.
To turn the Beetle on in 'your particular
style
Come see the Formula Vee Beetle. It's
as much fun to look at as it is to drive
'The Formula Vee Beetle. •
Hmln
Maybe we have flipped, after all

ALR-CON.
for girl
Phone 7!

PASTUR
about %
Balance
plenty (
Wooden

ONE-BEI
dit
Phone 4

Gravel,
Hauling

Beek hoe,

Carroll Volkswagen, Inc.
ETU° CHESTNUT, STREET

MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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American
rim in this
Airy grew by

1969, accordof Tourism.

1,940 visitor@
with 11,784
rage stay was

r

THE LEDGER

AUT0111 POE MLR
NEW DAMN
TRADE-INS

mance

NOTICII

REAL IISTATI FOR SALMI
3-BEDROOM brick veneer, I
bath, utility mid carport, car
peted in bedrooms, and hall.
Panelled in kitchen with builtin cabinets. This is on Catalina.
LOCATED in Dexter a 2-bedroom frame, carpet and linoieum floors, one bath, two large
shade trees.
2-BEDROOM frame, one bath,
living room, utility, located an
a.m. 641 north on one acre lot.
3-BEDROOM brick veneer,
baths, utility and carport, central heat and air, carpeted is
living room, hall and bedrooms
Den and kitchen combination
with built in stove and dish
washer, located on Kirkwood
Dr.

Plainview Acres Subdivision

AFTER THE PARTY
-.MEET-TOUR FRIENDS •

Holiday Inn
Hwy. 641 S.
For Reservations 7535986

•

akaI rot
IMOTICO

RS

,ocis

am
mches

ANT

,t

Fresh

r frozen

“.1411,01,1W

REAL ESTATE FOR &ALS

Special Buffet

SATURDAY NIGHT, MAY 2nd

)WARE

REAL WATS POE SALM

LOTS FOR SALE

12:00 Midnight till 2:30

11.49

1969 TOYOTA Corona, 4doer sedan, automatic
factory
transmission,
air. $1988.

DERBY DAY BREAKFAST

darble

LI

' THURSDAY - APRIL 30. 1970

TIMES - MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Buy,SO Twee
#'41,Reftt Alhe
mow THE

GRAVE

FINE
ALS
• Manager
753-2512

&

ROTC§

THE JADE, local dance hand, WM CALENDAR Da& Sarni
will play at the Blue Marlin 1 end rens are now modifier at
Club, Highway 79 East near' dr Iodise & Them Mos lapPees Landiog, Friday night, ply MWas.
TVOC
May L
1TC
ELECTROLUX SALES it Ow
vice, Box 113, Murray, Ky, C.
NOTICE
In accordance with Kentucky M. Sanders. Mos MORI
Statutes, Sections 25.195 and Lynnville, Kentucky.
WayiC
25.300: Notice is hereby given
that a report of Final settler
ment of accounts was on
The Estate of W. A. Thompson, Dec'd., filed by J. E. ThompNESBITT FABRIC SHOP
son, Acknanactrator,
One Table of
d that the same has been
approved by the Calloway CoSUMMER
LINENS
unty Court and ordered filed
and
to lie over for exceptions. Any
EMBROIDERIES
person desiring to file any exY2 Price
ceptioa thereto !NU do so an
as haste bhp AT, 1970 or be
Complete Line of
forever barred.
Bridal and Brides Maid
Witness my hand this 27th
Accessories
day of April, W70.
including
By: Ma.rvin Herrn,
County Court Clerk,
Veils and Tierras
Calloway County,
Kentucky
NESBITT FABRIC SHOP
BY: Judith Maley, DC
1TP 4 Miles South of Murray
on Highway 641
POR ItSPIT
mIc

LOCATED on corner of WoodLawn and Sycamore, a 3-be4
room brick veneer, one bath,
living room, kitchen with builtin cabinets, with closed garage.
3-BEDROOM brick veneer, one
bath, kitchen, dining room,
Large living room, utility and
carport on 85' x 285' lot on
North 17th Street
3-BEDROOM brick veneer, den
and kitchen combination, large
living room, one and half bath
utility and carport Builtez
stove in kitchen, located on 80
x 150' lot on Catalina.
2-BEDROOM brick veneer, one
bath, kitchen, dining room
utility and carport on a 85'
285' lot on Story Ave.
LOCATED on Van Cleve Road.
a 4-bedroom frame, bath, den
and kitchen combination, central heat and air, 265' a 275'
lot.

Curbs and Gutters. Blacitop
a' City School District
ia' Nice Large Lots Gently Rolling
ro One of the Nicest in Town
•• Terms to Meet Your Budget
bo With Up to 5 Years to Pay
Com By or Call

Freeman Johnson, Realtor
Southside Shopping Center
753-2731

Jr

IHIAt. ISTATS FOR SALS

1968 VW Sedan, radio, stereo
tape player, very nice
a 1488
1969 DATSUN 4-door Station
Wagon, 4500 actual
miles. New car warranty, aut. matic transmission. SAVE $700
1969 DATSUN 4-door Station
Wa.gcn, automatic, air
conditioning, low mileage. SAVE $1,000
1967 DATSUN 4-door Station
Wagon, local car, up to
30 miles pm gallon
Real nice, $1048.00.
1964 FORD '4-ton pick-up,
Custrm cab, overdrive,
radio. Nice, $888.

753-8825

IUIAL ESTATE FOR sm..

30 ACRES CHOICE land on KY. FOUR-BEDROOM house, alum783, neer Wiswell, only 4 miles Mum siding, one block from
West of Murray. 25 acres bot- college at 1821 Farmer. Washtomlazel in cultivation; 5 acres er and dryer concoctions. Also
wooded area that has some of has furnished game apartment
the county's finest building Phone Otis Magness collect,
H-1TC
Mayfield 247-3391.
sites.

LARGE 3-BEDROOM brick bans
THREE-BEDROOM, all electric,
on a .nice sloping lot, just south
brick ranch with patie, two
of the cite limits. Two ceramic
years old, central air, wall to
the
in
panelling
baths, avocado
waIl carpeting, two spacious
to
wall
kitchen-family room,
living room with
wall carpeting, central heat acid baths, large
ar, kitchen buiit-ins, carport, dining area, family roam Lens
outside storage Immediate pos- convenient kitchen with built.
session aool !elevens is no pro- In range, oven, dishwasher mad
dispraL Utility room, two ear
blem.
3-BEDROOM brick home in city garage, situated on nicely leadschool district. Living room, kit- seeped lot located at Kingswood
3-BleDROOM brick veneer, 3 chen-family room, utility, 1% Subdivision. For appointment
baths, sunken family room and baths, carpeting, desperies, cen- by transferred owner call reskitchen, central heat and air, tral heat and air, carport, large inp or weekends 753-71110.
H-M-16-C
ceramic tile bath, powder room lot.
2-car garage on Belmont.
LARGE 3-BEDROOM frame NEW foar.bedroom house, 214
home on US-641. Living room, baths, formal dining morn, pan3-BEDROOM two-story brick vs 2 kitchens, bath, utility, large
elled family room with fireplace.
neer, one bath, utility, also a attic, central heat, storm doors
Double garage, utility room,
brick veneer garage apartment and windows
large living room. Nice kitchen
it beck included with bath, 1%
built-in appliances. Carpet,
lefeil OK-Highway 121 west. ZHEDROOM frame 'home on with
central heat and air-condition.
Hwy. 121, 3% miles S. E. of
M-2-C
Phone 753-3903.
FARMS:
Murray. We have a bargain lug.

1964 PLYMOUTH Belvedere,
6-passenger Station Wa$728.00.
gon.
air-condiAutomatic,
tioning.
1963 INTERNATIONAL Scout, 4-wheel drive_
$7881

AUTOS POE SALO
1967 OLDS 98 Luxury seder
with all power and factory air
Burgandy with beige vinyl roof
1967 Buick LeSebre four don
sedan. White with black vinyl
roof with factory air and power. Cain and Taylor Gulf Station. Corner of 8th and Main.
M-2-C
1.969 BUICK Electra custom,
four door hardtop. Beige with
beige vinyl top. Keobicky tags.
Loaded with power seats, power
windows, air conditioning, crane control, and the works. One
owner. New car trade in. Dwain
Taylor Chevrolet Inc., South
12th Street. Phone 733-2817.
A-30-C
1967 CHRYSLER New Yorker
four door hardtop with factory
air and power. 1967 Buick Skylark four door hardtop with
black vinyl roof with factory air
and power. New set of tires.
Cain and Taylor Gulf Station.
Corner of 8th aid Maio. 14-2•C
ONE FARMALL Cub tractor
Stokes Tractor & Implement
Co., Industzed Road. Phone 753A-30-C
1319.
1966 CHEVROLET Impala four
door sedan with factory air and
power steering. 1964 Pontiac
Bonneville with black vinyl
roof. All power and beery ahr.
Cain and Taylor Gulf Stataion.
Corner of 6th and Make beeeC

1966 MICA 4-door. Real ecVan or 34onomy car.Special $588. 1962 FORD '4-ton
ton 1966 Chevrolet Van. Phone
1065 SIMCA 4-door, good 753-4857.
transportation, $388.
WRECKED Volkswagen. Every1986 DATSUN 4-door sedan, thing in good shape, except
1300 Series, real woo body. Ora and Taylor Gulf Ste-may Car.
$788 non. Corner of 6th and Main.
27C
We have jest received
Tractor.
shipment of 1970% Datsun ONE FARMALL A
pick-ups and cars. Alan -Dat Stokes Tractor & Implement
Co., Industrial Road. Phone 75Esun's newest nvxlel th
A-30-C
"240-Z" w;/1 arrive on Fri 1319.
day, May .1st
38
MASSEY-FERGUSON
TWO
tractors. Stokes Tractor A laplement Co., Industrial Road.
A-30-C
Min 753-1319.

LASSITER McKINNEY
DATSUN
[Mena 753-7114
a. in.-7 p.
Open
Sycamore St.

1964 OLDS 88 four door sedan
with air and power. 1963 Pontiac station wagon with factory
air and all power. Cain and
Taylor Gulf Station. Corner of
11-2-C
6th and Main.

AUTO. POE SALO

Thm
usethm,
guaranteed
100

Our used cars
aren't
"just like
Just 100%

guaranteed.
1969 DATSUN 2000 series
convertible, 10,000 actual miles. Local car.
Hag wheels.
1967 MOB convertible. Red
with red top. Excellent
condition.
1965 TRIUMPH convertible.
White, sharp.
1989 KARMAN GHIA coupe.
Air - conditioned, FMAM radio. Loaded with
accessories. Yellow, local car.
1969 VW 113 sedan with Formula Vee equipment
Meg wheels, tape, green.
Impala
1968 CHEVROLET
with
custom. Green
black vinyl tom, factory
air conditioning, power
steering and brakes.
1968 OPEL station wagon.
Blue, real clean car.
1965 MERCURY Cornet Cyclone two door hardtop,
four speed. New car
trade in.
1965-T - BIRD convertible.
Blue, white top, factory
air, power steering aid
brakes. New car trade
In.
1966 CORVAER Corm convertible, 4-speed. Good
condition.
Three ured e3r1v model
pick-up trucks.
Good selection of used domestic as well as Volkswagens
to choose from with 100%
guarantee.

1960 RAMBLER, good mechanical condition. Make good fishCARROLL VOLVIRWASSR
ing car Reasonable. May be
price on this one.
WANTED: man to help train seen at 1713 Calloway after 5:30
Slo Chestnut basersi.I.
19 ACREe near north lath St, 3-BEDROOM brick home on 1% 3-BEDROOM brick in North bird dogs and run dogs in add
M-1-P
as
2 miles from Murray.
acres, located 414 miles S. E. Hills Subdivision. Priced only trials. Phone 436-3406, Cliry=
1969 PONTIAC Grand Prix. Best
77 ACRES, 40 or 50 acres in of Murray. Living room, kitchen $13,500.00. Choice building lots Bird Dog Kennels.
buy of year. Fully equipped,
cultivation, 9 acres core base, with sliding glass doors to the 100' x 225' same are larger. WaAUCTION SALMI
1.26 tcbarco base, frame two- paved patio, unusually large ter and gas and priced from WANTED: Dictaphone tYPill for clean. Phone 782-4255. 11-2-C
with
dept.,
bedroom house with electric utility, enclosed garage, good $1500.00 to $2500.00. Claude L. the medical record
Sale, Saturday, Mgy
1963 FORD four door sedan AUCTION
)41C medical terminology experience
Mat two stock barns, corn crib. well, large outbuilding. One of Miller, Realtor.
2, 10 a. m. at the Blue Grails
with
Burgandy
500.
Galazie
in the Murray-Callovray County
51 ACRES near North lfith our better buys.
Motel, next door to Sue and
Hospital. Apply in person Mon- beige top. 1965 GMC pick-up Charley's in Aurora, Kentucky.
Street 2 miles from Murray.
3-BEDROOM shingled home and
TWORIDROOM duplex spatcylinder.
six
nice,
Real
truck.
day-Friday from 8:30 a. in. till
This place has changed hands
1% acres, on Hwy. 121 West.
ITC
mmt. Phone 733-7380.
90 Acres, near New Providence Living room, kitchen, large hall,
11-2-C Cain and Taylor Gulf Station. and everything must go. We
4.00 p. m.
OPIUM
IIIIRVICIS
Smorgasbord,
31-3-C
Main.
GIRLS
and
6th
of
Corner
60 Acres, neer New Providence bath, full basement, separate
ONE-BEDROOM furnished &- RAINBOW
have 6 units of furniture to sell.
OPENINGS for full or part time
pelmet, out of city limits. 5 p. m., Thursday, at WOW 3 Acre Farm, stock barn, with garage.
beds, springs and mattresNice
Teefour
Newport,
CONTROL
PEST
KELLY'S
CHYSLER
1986
work. Good earnings. Write
Hall. Adults $1.50, children un- a 4-room house on Highway 444.
Phone 753-8441 or 753-8555.
reamers; odd
dreseers;
aorta,
2
and
Stucco
ses;
Roaches
-BEDROOM
2
conditionborne.
your
-eel
mites
air
power,
all
doer,
A-30-C LAKE:
P. 0. Box 214, Murray, Ky. InM-1-C der ten $1.00.
night stands;
on Hwy. 121, 1 miles S. E. of -carry germs. Spiders-an clude phone number.
M-2-P ed, good tires, good condition. chairs; tables; rockers;
refrigLocal car. Phone 753-5024 or lamps; antique
TWO-BEDROOM apartment with FREE: two outbuiidings to be LOT NUMBER 956 unit No. 4 Murewy. Living room, kitchen, poison. For free Inspection call
11-3-C erator and electric stove. 1 light
stove, air conditioning, frigid- cleared in 30 days. Phone 753- in Pine Bluff Subdivision, clear- ceramic bath, good well, good Kelly's Pest Control 753-3914, WANTED: Waitress. Apply in 753-1681.
housekeeping unit (stove, refriITC
outbuildings, garden space, fen- 34 hours a day.
17C person to Trenholm's Restauraire and carpeted. Couples and 2392.
ed and ready for use.
ant, 12th and Chestnut A-30-C 1960 BUICK Invicta, 2-door geiretoe and sink combination).
ced pasture.
teachers only. Phone 753-2898.
hardtop, white; Wildcat 448 en- Also 8 air conditioners; wall
2-BEDROOM frame home and
M-4-C
SAWS FILED, lawn mowers and WANTED: Full time melnten- gine, radio, heater, power brak- heaters; electric appliances;
6 Lots in Cypress Cove.
1744 acres; located on old 'MurTV e STEREO SERVICE
6 Lots, with a 2-bedroom frame ray-Concord Road. A good small- small appliances repaired and ance man. Must be experienced es and power steering; new bat- plumbing fixtures; windows and
LARGE air conditioned sleepGE Factory Trained Man
yard tools sharpened. 312 It in light mechanical wont. Ap- tery; 1970 license; extra clean. doors. Also a lot of marble
house, one bath, ceramic tile er farm.
ing room. Private entrance.
Genuine Parts
on floor and walls, utility, pan- 4-ROOM frame home on 92 ac- South 13th Street nom 733- ply to Mr. Jones, Holiday Inn, May be seen any afternoon after dresser and vanity tops; some
Larne parking area. ZimmerWe also offer service on
May-11C South 12th Street.
A-90-C 4:00 p. m. at 203 South 12th metal nail on scaffolding; T. V.
elled walls, front porch, located res, 8 miles S. E of Murray.
man A,partments, South 16th
A-30-C antennas and a lot more items
Street
All Other Brands
in Kentucky Lake Development. Good woven wire perimeter fen- SWIMMING
Sheet Phone 753-6609. A-30•C
POOLS morticed MANAGER or trainee for JunCOMMERCIAL PROPERTY:
Satisfaction Guarantied
ces and cross fences, 4 stock and repaired. All types now ior Department Store. Salary, 1959 BUICK four door sedan. too numerous to mention. This
30' a 96' Body Shop, on 273' x ponds, 29 acre corn base. This pool construction.
Free estimat- profit sharing and insurance Just like a new car. Real sharp. is just a partial listing. Don't
FURNISHED apartment for
275' lot in Hazel, Ky,
is a fine cattle farm.
es Call collect: 1-866-63112. program. Positions in other lo- 1965 Falcon six cylinder, auto- miss this big sale. Food and
three or four boys. Also private
Lot 190 x 100' with- a small
Western Kentucky,Pool Co.. calities. Give age end referen- matic, Cain and Taylor Gulf drinks next door at Ky. lake
rooms. Phone 753-7381 days or
house across from Jones' Iron 4-ROOM brick home on 142 ac- Inc.,
i53-5617
Skyline Dr., letopkinsville, ces. Address reply to Personnel Station. Corner of 6th and Main Lodge. For information call:
A-30-C
m.
p.
Phone
5:00
eftet
7536108
res, 4 miles West of Puryear,
Works.
Kentucky.
M-2-C Early American Motel 474-2241
A80C Director, P. 0 Box 2688, NashEast Main
Tenn. 90 acres cleared land with
'or Otto Chester, Auction SerNICE Curnished epsetnent for
Tennessee
ville,
37201. M-ffiC
Lot 105' x 180' nast to Parker 70 acres planted in corn. House,
Murray, Ky. ff.ffc
1965 MUSTANG, 289 motor, vice, 435-4042, Lynn Grove, Ky.
four girls and one for five girls
Popcorn.
crops
sewing.
and
land, farm machinery aid
ALTERATIONS
WANTED: experienced prais- Cruise-a-matic. Good condition,
1TNC
-for summer semester. Phone
11-4-P er. College Cleanera, 1411 Olive 050.00. Phone 7524812.
VACANT LOTS:
included in this low price.
Phone 753-1806.
753-7381 days, or 753-5108 after
Ent:
SALE:
Sporting
AUCTION
Heights
1 ACRE LOT on Locust Grove
phone 753-3852.
IN THE CALLOWAY COUN- Lot 6 and 1 in Grove
214-C
A-30-C
•
M-20C
5:00 p. in.
and Gift Shop. Saturday May
Subdivision on Highway 94 east. Road. Priced $1,500.
POSITION WANTED: Es
TY FISCAL COURT
will baby sit. Excellent-teachr care WANTED: baby titter at my ONE USED Massey-Ferguson 10 2 beginning at 1:00 p. m. Old
TWO-BEDROOM apogee's apart- IN THE MATTER OF DISCON- 714 Acres, with large pond, ap- 2 ACRE building site on Ky.
ment, two blocks from square. TINUANCE OF A ROAD RUN- proximately 700' frontage on 732, near Kentucky Lake. Pric- or will sit with convalescent, home, 25 to 60 years of age with HP riding lawn mower. Stokes and new merchandise. Tables,
piano, spinning wheel, reproM-1-C own transportatioa Phone 753days. Phone 753-2672.
Couples only, $05.00 per mon- NING ALONG THE PROPERTY Highway 641 north.
ed $1,200.
Tractor & Implement Co.,
8973 after 7:00 p. in.
ductions of old vases and bowls.
MS-C
WILSON Real Estate, Phones: 5 ACRES good land on gravel
th.. Phone 753-7965 after 5:00 OF DAN W. MILLEK
753-1319.
Phone
Road.
dustrial
Repair
Eagles
Ironstone and many other items.
M-1-C
753-3283, 753-5086; Salesmen: road, 5 miles West of Murray Complete Smell
p. m.
NOTICE
A
Garden tillers, lawn mowers, WANTED: Service station atWayne Wilson, Auctioneer. If
The Fiscal Court of Calloway Charles McDaniel, Bill Adams, Partially wooded and the bal- chain saws. Authorised Briggs tendant Mast be experienced
PRIVATE, nicely furnished County now has under comici- and Larry Wilson. "The only ance sowed down in permanent
PONTIAC Bonneville two it rains, sale will be held fol1965
in
bay work. References requir& Stratton Dealer. Authorized
sleeping room. Available May 1. eration the petition of Dan W. Real Estate Auctioneer io Cal- pasture. Priced $2,500.
door hardtop. 1961 Buick sta- lowing Thursday night ConLawson Power Products Deal- ed. Good position for right man. tion wagon.. Caio and Taylor cord Road across from BlalockQuiet atmosphere. Efficiency Miller to discontinue and aban- loway County."
108 ACRES land on Ky. 614. :IP er. Murray Supply Co, 2041 Emit Trotter's Guff Service Station, Gull Station. Comer of 0th and Coleman Funeral Home. lel-C
apartment, available August 15, don a road miming along his
'
H-1TC Hwy. 841 South.
M4-C
utilities paid. Two blocks from property, which road is describ- BY OWNER: Three - bedroom proximately 10 miles S. E. of Wm. Phone 7534361.
Main.
AUCTION SALE: at the ThoMurray. 45 acres in cultivation,
the University. Phone 753-2E72. ed as follows, to-wit
brick house on Dodson. Low with 14 acres corn base. An inmas J. Mann home, located on
truck,
pick-up
Jeep
tcn
Sit
1963
NOTICE
M-1-C
oneapproximately
Beginning
down payment, transferrable vestment of $115 per acre now
$450.00. Call 753-8073. M-1-NC old Van Cleve Road at Almo,
half (1/2) mile Wen of New loan. Phone 753-5164.
M.8-C can bring you some good capiKy.. Go east on Almo road to
AIR-CONDITIONED apartment
ess es eo eo e
ee ee ee ee ee el el eo ee ee es eo ee eo ee
ro
Church of Christ
,
U0000I
1984 IMPALA four door sedan. sale marker. Saturday May 2,
U
Vs
U
for girls. Summer semester. Providence
years.
short
few
a
in
gains
tal
livveneer,
and more specifically approx- 3-BEDROOM brick
Kentucky tags White, one own 1970, 1:00 p. m. Selling: two
M-2-C
Phone 753-1431.
190 ACRE FARM within a short
imately 1050 feet West of the ing mom, den, built-in kitchen,
er, new car trade in. Poore beds with springs and mattressLocated
Lake.
Ky.
of
distance
PASTURE FOR RENT, 83 acres Southeast corner of Dan W. 144 baths, utility room and clossteering, air conditioning and es, chifferobe, dresser, two
Watts Road, approximately
Miller's Lands, and the Smith- ed-in garage. Located on 90' a on
powerglide. Dwain Taylor Chev- chest of drawers, two wool rugs,
about % sowed fescue and pm
PricMurray.
of
E.
S.
miles
13
west corner of land belong- 206' lot. Loan transferrable, 718
rolet Inc., South 12th Street platform rockers, two rocking
Balance open woods. Fenced,
ed $115 per acre.
A-30•C chairs, electric sewing machine,
Phone 753-2817.
plenty of water. Phone Glen ing to Ronald Housden; then- Fairlane Drive, Bagwell Manor
ce West and along the re- Subdivision. Call 753-5453 or
1/4% INTEREST is still the
good condition, coffee tables
Wooden 753-3901 or 753-2758
cheap.
CADILLAC,
1959
M-7-C
7624747.
M-2-C mainder of the South boundand end tables, book case Tt:th
best financing arrangement we
Taylor
and
Cain
Volkswagen.
ary of the Thin W. Miller tract
glass doors, good as new. ne
know of. If you are interested
Gulf Station. Corner of 6th and Gibson
ONE-BEDROOM trailer, air-conto Dm W. Miller's Southwest LARGE MODERN ranch style in buying a new home, come in
range, one Philco range,
Main.
ditioned, $4500 per month. corner; thence North along brick home on 100' x 200 wood- and let us show you what vire
good as new; Westinghouse reMillet's entire West boundary ed lot in Sherwood Forrest consider to be the best deal in
M-2-C
Phone 489-3623
frig-rator, two dinette sets,
to and ending at Miller's Nor- Three bedrooms with abundant Calloway County,
Pressure cooker, cooking utenth boundary, same being at closet space and hardwood IF YOU have property you wish
sils, kitchen cabinets, wood
waWri0 TO our
11111111M:RS OPPSRICI
the Southwest corner of a floors. Carpeted living room, to sell, we would welcome the
stove. Antiques: rockers, willow
dining
pigs
separate
formal
and
room
have
to
GILTS
FOUR
tract of land owned by David
chair, pictures, oil lamps, tables,
opportunity to put forth our
fly
room
with
489Call
fireplace.
1970.
June
of
first
the
Harmon.
best efforts to sell It for you
chairs, beds, bottles and dishes
A
2755.
The public is hereby notified Kitchen has all built-ins, dur- Any types of listings will be ap,
Other items too numerous to
able
flour
Toginol
and many predated.
that such pertnissein will be
mention. Sale by Knott's Auce n.
avel, Sand and Limestone
granted and preper orders en- cabinets. Foyer, two tile baths, FULTON YOUNG REALTY, 4th
tion Service. Phone 437-6415,
WANTED: 14" Crash Cymbal
car
garage,
two
patio,
central
this
objection
to
no
if
tered
Ma
Driveways built.
A Maple Street, Phone 753-7333
Hardin, Kentucky.
or 16" or both. Call 753petition is filed with the Co- air-conditioning, economical gas Home phones: Fulton E. Young,
Street.
Bread
611
us.,
p.
5
after
and
beat
city
Hou
water.
khoe, Dozer and Grader
County
Calloway
of
unty Judge
53-4946; Ishmagl Stinson, 753M-1Work.
an or before the 9th day of shown by appointment. Call 753- 1534.
ITC
6678.
11-16.0
June, 1970.
CALLOWAY COUNTY
w ANTED: Hay inslarge or
A CORNER LOT, 13th and 04
MITAL-COURT amounts. Will contract in field
, he, zoned for feu: apartments, NLY $695 for a 80' x 200' lot
Phone...753 5862
Corner of 6th & Main
By:ROBERT 0. MILLIR,
on stub or' bail. Contact Ly
11875060. Phone 753-8202 after
Kellam Shores/seer full laml4c
JUDGE
onnation 'phone 436-6330.
Rotlinson, Kilksey, phone 489Tire
xi al' 8:00p.m.
Msl-C
WISC
3801
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Smooth Running
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KENTUCKY

LARGEST SELECTION
of Dress and Sportswear

FABRICS
in Murray!

We have just doubled the size
of our Fabric & Sewing Dept.

7•1Y a

o•a•

*if

`44°*)DOUBLE KNITS *tft°'estet
$3.88,d $5.88
SAIL CLOTH FAVORITE
PRINTS
128
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„piny Cell—Jimmy Sedbrook, 3, scans tupside down) a
Jury questionnaire in Denver, Colo., after receiving a call for
jury duty. He got one when he was 2 years old, too.

Bank Credit
Cards Decline
In March
The sharpest decline in canvasser use of bank credit cards
in 27 essatiss occurred in Mar*

or more, was far below the national average, the latest data
shows 39 percent in this group
now say they honor the cards
as compared to 36 percent of
retailers of all sizes.
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Craftsmen's
Fair Set
For Berea

This .1s the report from the
continuous hold survey of the
Nationa Federation of Independent Business. During that monBy Jim Warren
th independent retailers who
FRANKFORT, Ky. — The
accept credit cards reported on- Kentucky Guild of Artists and
ly 19 percent of their volume Craftsmen (KGAC) will hold its
was transacted on them. ,
fourth annual Artists and
Craftsmens Fair in Berea, May
This was down from 21 per 21-24.
cent reported in January ant
Some 125 artists and craftsFebruary. The biggest drop pre men from throughout Kentucky
viously found was in Novembei will exhibit and sell their work
and December of last year whet Products will range from the
it dropped to 17 percent, frou traditional to the contemporary
a long-standing level of 19 per — such things as handmade can
cent.
dies, hand-carved wooden bowls
and figures, pottery, baskets,
At the same tine the per quilts, chairs, rugs, paintings
mintage of independent retailers and prints, sculpture and weav
accepting credit cards showed ins.
a gain. In March, 36 percent reSome of the craftsmen will
ported they bonore the cards, demonstrate their methods o
as compared to 33 percent dur- making the items. Visitors to
ing the first two months of the the Fair can see bowls being
year.
carved, chairs being made, jew
On the Pacific Coast this ra- elry being created and rugs an
tio of acceptance hit an all-time pillows being woven.
A highlight of the Fair will
high with 54 percent now saybe the main exhibit of the
ing they honor the cards.
The decline in the volume KGAC members. The exhibt
written on the cards creates will give a general picture o
some grounds for conjecture, the fine quality of arts an
according to Federation resear- crafts produced by Kentuckians
chers. One interpretation could
The Fair will be held in th
be, it is felt, that consumers wooded area of the historic Inare curtailing their spending on dian Fort Theatre just outsid
credit.
Berea. The grouping of tradit
ional and contemporary crafts
Another explanation could
becomes a montage of the Ken
perhaps be that many bank cre
tucky mountain area's creativ
dit card holders have charged
potential.
up to the limit placed on their
Guild spokesman Richard Bel
card, and that use of the cards
lando says crafts are an importwill be curtailed for some time.
This seems to tie-in with the ant Vert of the country's herithigh volume of 2.1 percent re- age, and willbecome increas• ported done on the cards dur- ingly important in our industrialised society as more an
ing January and Febrile:1;
One of the most interesting more people look for things
deve/opments that will show in natural and human.
the next 30 t& 60 days will be In addition to the demonstra
the impact of the use of Bank- tions, exhibits, and sale of cra
Americards for the payment of items, there will be perform
Federal andior state income ances of folk music and danc
tog.
taxes.
In an unexpected move this Food and picnic facilities will
California bank offered hold- be available on the grouhds
ers of their cards a form of Activities will run from 10:00
check to be. drawn either for a m. until 9:00 p.m. and from
the payment of Federal and,or noon till 5:00 on Sunday. Adstate incame taxes, with the mission is $1 with special group
card holder paying only 1 (one) rates and children under 12
percent of the aniount for this admitted free.
service, plus the usual monthly
credit -charge of 1-'4 percent
per month. Customarily the
bank credit aards have been
discounting retailers from 2 to
6 percent of the sales slip.
But, inasmuch .-as the usual
tax bW runs into a substantial
figure, there is a strong possibility that many card holders
will use up the entire limit of
their credit for Lax, making the
card unusable for an extended
period. If this occurs, it will
probably show up in the survey
returns from retailers on credit card usage in the next few
months ahead.
In only one area, the Pecific
states, has acceptance of credit
cards by independent retailers
gone over the 30 percent mark
to hit 54 percent. This is followed by the East South Central states with 43 percent, the
silt—Bee ttooert
Mountain states with 41 percent ABOIMON
looks a
and the South Atlantic states Packwood, R-Ore'.,
bit pessimistic in Washingwith 39 percint.
bill he introAcceptance of bank credit ton over the
legalize
abortion
to
duced
')'Y The larger independent
retailers appears to be growing. o ithout restrictions on a naWhile even last year the accep- t ionwtde basis In an ,•lec tance of them by these larger lion rear it's' • :1 JIf ill
he obsei vet
Mores, those with 00 employ eta
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45 Inch

45 Inch

lip Avondale
Permanent Press

Permanent Press

ONLY $

t,

ONLY

Yd.

4

A

et

yd.

99CYd

• 0110 so

i

IS la

IMPRESSION CONTINENTAL

11\1
1 171{.

Textured Cotton
Permanent Press
Prints & Solids

igg

•

4,14r
40•4p1
4,
7dp
,
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Reversible

Polyester And Cotton

J., $188

JUST

Yd.

0

188
Yd

h.,

45 Inch
;

6.
4

LOCKED DOTS
Permanent Press
Dacron & Cotton

SUITIN G

2

,

ONLY

45 Inch

Rayon And Acetate

VOILE

Dacron And Cotton
Permanent Press Prints And Solids

TONLY

yd$100

S1

49
Yd.

Yd.
•

ERY

•

UP,110etiTERY

54 Inch
FORM & ASSORTED PRINTS

4

Bargain Priced
At Only

SCOTCH GUARDED

C

JUST

Yd.

•

BUTTONS
FIBERGLASS
12cards8W
DRAPERY
CORDLESS

ELECTRIC
SCISSORS
ONLY .

45 Inch and 48 Inch
PRINTS
AND

Yd.

LADIES
SlM
SUITS

MEN'S

CASUAL
SLACKS

2 PIECE
and
1 PIECE

by Blue Bell
and by

Carwoocr)
Sizes 24 to S.

SOLIDS
Yard ly
"
,

$4'8

$2.88 ea.
COMPLETE LINE OF

Si

99

to

MEN'S

$788

SPORT SHIRTS

99C

• SOLIDS
• STRIPES
• PLAIDS

SEWING NOTIONS

Al Permanent Press

The Latest
in Styles!

$197 to$388 $8-88 to
Sizes: S, N, L, XL

$1088

Sizes: 30 to 3$
•••eme
JIM

Ira

